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What do you think about the CIA dropping drugs in
the Black community?
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r. LeMar Foster.,
Sr., Pastor of
New
Hope
Missionary
Baptist Church, who is best
known throughout Inland
Empire as a compassionate man
of high integrity, died last
Friday, ending his year long battle with Leukemia.
Approximately 2,000 people
attended his memorial service on
Tuesday and wonderful homegoing
service on Wednesday.
Dr. Foster., Sr., was called into
the ministry 35-years ago and was
ordained 27-years ago. He became
' the senior pastor after a nationwide
search by a committee of the
membership of New Hope twelve
years ago, in April 1984.
Dr. Foster was born on May 26,
1941 in Charlotte, North Carolina to
the late Mr. and Mrs. Grady L.
Foster. He was educated in the
Charlotte Mecklenburg public
schools and graduated from York
Road Sr. High School as
valedictorian of his class. He
received his Bachelor of Arts
Degree (cum laude), in Social
Psychology, from Johnson C. Smith
University, Charlotte, N.C. In 1971,
Dr. Foster received the Doctor of
Divinity 1)(-gree from a consortium
of the Neotarian College of
Philosophy, Kansas City, Mo.,
McCormick Theological Seminary
of Chicago, lliinois and the Urban
Training Center for Christian
Mission in Chicago, Illinois.
Rev. Raymond Turner, Temple
Missionary Baptist Church said, "it
is a great loss to the church
community. Doc and I were close
to the same age - but I saw him as
an elder statesman, coming back as
a pastor of Baptist Church he taught
me how to lead a Baptist Church.
He will be missed."
"Pastor Foster always quoted, 'I
have not come to worry anybody's
patience. But it is my job to trouble
somebody's mind.' Dr. Foster's
· . passing has indeed troubled our
mind . But his faith that he
exemplified
strengthened,
encouraged and rejuvenatt>d our
spirit. Our minds may have been
troubled at the word of his passing
but our hearts are lifted in joy that he
is present with the Lord. His
absence leaves a void that only God
feels," said Pastor T. Ellsworth
Gantt of Second Baptist Church in
Riverside.
"During the twelve years here,

Social Lites, Inc.
Plans Family
Briefing
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The Social Lites Inc., o
San Bernardino will hold their
annaul "Briefing" on Saturday,
October 12, 1996, 1:00 p.m.
. until 3:00 p.m. at the Public
Enterprise Building located at
1505 W. Highland Avenue,
San Bernardino CA.
All young men who are
high school seniors who want
to
participate
in
the
"Beautillion" are invited to
attend as well as the parents.
' This is a family affair and
everyone will be given
information
about
the
Beautillion program.
For further information,
please call (909) 820-7661 .

community leader," said Hardy
Brown, Co-Publisher of Black
Voice News, former school board
member and Trustee and Sunday
School Teacher at St. Paul A.M.E.
"I remember when he led a
delegation of people to the school
board to protest the firing of two
teachers he felt had been tenninated
unfairly, one was a member of his
church. There were over 200
people backing him up," he said.
That was reminiscent of the
1960's when Foster was a
"Freedom Rider." He participated
in numerous Civil Rights marches
and demonstrations with the late
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
In rememberance of this
wonderful man, Rev. Kenneth
Woodard, his right-hand man refers
to him as his father in the ministry.

Dr. Rev. Lemar Foster, Sr. 1941 -1996

"He taught me so much that I
thought I already knew. I thought I
could do funerals until I heard him
do a funeral, I knew I had a lot to

learn . He gave me my roots,
grounded me, and inspired me," he
said. Woodard who was his driver
said he and Skipper logged many
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of Dr. LeMar Foster
miles. Skipper was his name for
Foster because of his own
(Woodard's) Navy background.
Another minister who was
trained by Foster, Rev. Marvin
Brown, Pastor First Baptist Church,
Perris, said it is a great loss of a great
expositor of the word. We hate to
see him go so young. When he was
Moderator of the Tri County District
of the Missionary Baptist Church,
he made me a Missionary. When
the need arose for a pastor at my
present church, it was Foster who
sent me there. I was under his
pastorage for 2-1/2 to 3 years.
Brown is also concerned about
Mrs. Foster when he said, "I feel for
his family especially his wife, they
were so close. We know it ·was
God's will."
Rev. Elijah Solomon Singletary,
Pastor of New Life Missionary

and
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Congresswoman Maxine Waters shows the press a document that she says proves the CIA had a major role in the selling of Crack Cocaine In
South Central L.A.

Family Refuses to Believe Deadly Force Necessary
By Cheryl Brown
Black Voice News

The family of Tyrone
Anthony Williams, 41, of Rialto
is angry at the San Bernardino
Police officers for their use of
deadly force when they shot and
killed their loved one for no
apparent reason.
Detective Munoz, who is in
charge of the investigation said
officers are trained to use deadly
force when "our lives or other
citizens lives are in danger,"
said Munoz.
The family makes the

argument that the officer's lives
could not be in danger because
the only thing Williams had was
small pocket knife. Munoz said
the knife was not long but it was
in a locked (open) position and
it was still in his hand after he
was shot several times.
According to the official
report, two officers working the
downtown area to address
loitering, trespass, drinking in
public etc., contacted a small
group of individuals in the
grassy area near the 5th street
overpass to the 1215 freeway.
As they approached, one of the

individuals ran. The officers
gave chase northbound on "H"
street, one in a black and white,
the other on foot. When the
officer in the black and white
intercepted the suspect's path,
the suspect stopped, turned and
immediately confronted the
officer who was chasing him on
foot. The suspect had a knife in
his hand and lunged at the
officer. The officer shot at the
suspect several times with his
handgun, striking the suspect
several times. The suspect was
placed under arrest for assault
with a deadly weapon and was

transported to an area hospital
where he later died from his
injuries. The suspect had no
identification on his person.
The family asks why Tyrone
was a suspect, he didn't do
anything. Munoz said, he had
an open bottle and he ran.
Al Williams , Tyrone's
brother said they shot him in
both arms before fatally
wounding him with a shot to the
chest. Munoz verified the
claim. He said again that he
was shot in both arms and in the
chest but he could not tell where
Continued on Page 8-4

WCBPA Convenes 13th Annual Conv. •in Las Vegas
Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO -- The
West Coast Black Publishers
Association (WCBPA) announced
that it will host its 13th annual
convention October 23-26, 1996
at the Monte Carlo Resort in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
WCBPA
has
planned
informative workshops and an
array of special events. Invited
are business leaders, political and
government officials, and
dynamic, enterprising individuals
of local, regional and national
distinction to serve as speakers
and panelists.
Honorable Gwen Moore,
President
of ·
GeM
Communications will head the

Shop

at

first presentation on October 24th.
The telecommunications panel
will also include Ed Alston,
President of Telecom Education
Consultants, providing training
services on basic emerging
telecom technologies to various
commercial and government
enterprises, George Davis, Vice
President of Sony World Wide
Satellite Services, and Lynne Joy
Rogers, Director of the Los
Angeles Urban League Ron
Brown Information Technology
and Business Center (LAULRBC), providing a referral service
for existing and aspiring

entrepreneurs.
Appearing on the political
panel is Dr. James Tate with the
National Association Against

Circle

Kand

Political
Repression,
Representative Margaret Carter,
the first African American to chair
the Democratic Party from
Oregon, Representative Art
Hamilton of Arizona, Fred Jordan
with the California Business
Council for Equal Opportunity,
and Congresswoman Juanita
Millender-McDonald for the 37th
District in Carson, California
The WCBPA is a trade
association of 22 member
newspapers published in 18
markets located in the Western
United States. Established in
1971 , the member newspapers
represent publications serving
markeets in the states of
California, Arizona, Oregon,
Nevada and Washington. Its

Buy

The

Black

mission is to elevate the status of
the Black press in the Western
United States and to provide
regional and national corporate
advertisers with a vehicle for the
effective marketing of their
products and services to the Black
community. Brian Townsend is
the president of WCBPA and
publisher of the Precinct Reporter
and Tri-County Bulletin.

Baptist Church said "even in Dr.
Foster's challenge with Leukemia,
he still kept the faith he never let his
illness stop him from pursuing
God's will for him in his life. His
presence will be greatly missed
throughout the San Bernardino
community."
Rev. Charles Brooks, Pastor of
St. Paul A.ME., who counts himself
among his friends said, "I lost a
great friend, and a loyal colleague.
He was my advisor. Many things he
told me helped me not make wrong
decisions. We have lost a great
citizen and an even handed leader.
He will be greatly missed.
The reputation as an even
handed leader was echoed by many,
as well as his role model role for the
younger pastors. Pastor Dr.
Reginald Woods, Jr., of Life
Changing Ministries said, Dr. Foster
was an inspiration to younger
ministers. He warmly embraced
and welcomed our fellowship."
Woods was licensed at New Hope
prior to Dr. Foster's arrival. His
father Dr. John H. Woods Sr., spoke
of his reputation, "I know his
(Foster's) works," said Woods,
pastor of Praise Christian Center in
Pomona, CA and the first Black
school board member in San
Bernardino. "He was a builder, he
had an outstanding reputation and
his death is a tremendous loss to the
community," he said.
Rev. William Dunston,
Associate Minister at New Hope
said, '1'd like to say it was a shock
but we knew it was corning. He
was one of the most outstanding
ministers I have had the pleasure of
working with. He was a great
organizer and a strong believer in
the youth of today. He pushed them
to continue their education."
Dr. Foster did support the youth
he established the Youth Revival
Lockdown, College Information
Night, youth ushers and expanded
the scholarship program, each year
awarding thousands of dollars to
young people pursuing their
education.
He believed in giving back to
the community so much so that he
rebuilt the church investing one
million dollars in renovations.
"I remember meeting him and
his wife when they first came," said
Pastor Roy Harris of Tabernacle
Holy Church. "I thank God for him,
his leadership in the city, the church
renovations. He will be loved and
remembered for the work he did in
the community. His work was not
in vain. He left his made," he said.
He left his made at New Hope in
the building of the beautiful new
edifice but also in the ministries he
established, Ruth, Eunice and Jr.
Missionary Circles, Solid Rock,
Avant Garde and Praise Fellowship
groups, Nurses and Hospitality
groups.
He left his mark in the
community as a 10-year board
member and past president of the
Boys & Girls Club of San
Bernardino, and by serving on the
Board of Provisional Accelerated
Continued on Page A~
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You Can Make A
Difference By
Voting on Nov.
5th

Issues & Opinions
The Black Voice News

Editorial
DR. REV. LEMAR FOSTER A
ROLE MODEL
By Hardy Brown
Black Voice News
Rev. LeMar Foster, Sr., ·a giant of a man, walked,
talked and stood with Kings. First, there was Martin
Luther King, Jr., a man Rev. Foster marched with in the 1
south during the days of "separate but equal," when you
could be lynched for just saying the wrong thing to a
White person. It didn't have to be wrong, just something
the man didn't want to hear. But Foster marched
anyway. When he could not go to integrated schools,
when the books he used were second hand me downs from
White kids the year before, he went to school anyway.
That has all changed because he took a stand and
marched until the walls of segregation came tumbling
down.
The other King he talked, walked, stood and told
others about was Jesus Christ. I recall one visit to see
him while he was in the hospital at Kaiser and he said,
" Brother Brown, I come to realize that Christ is the only
thing we can depend on. Education is critical but we can
live without it. Jobs are a necessity to sustain livelihood,
but you can live without one. Segregation was an evil
thing but so is integration. We are still fighting
discrimination. The only peace that a man can have is
with Jesus. He is the only one that has not changed his
ways but has given me much joy in helping me change my
ways."
achieve ment and
Part of Dr. Foster's legacy is firmly planted on the soil
of San Bernardino's westside -- a place low in income
Subscribe and Advertise to the Black Voice News
and educational attainment but high in hope and
(909) 682-6070
commitment. He re-invested over $1 million, when
people told him, you ,----:-------'------"- - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - -==:..,
shouldn't do it, you oughtn't
do it, you can't do it. In
essence, they said, "why
invest in a place when you
ca n ' t receive a return?"
Bei n g a man of God he
looked to the Bible and
quoted Ezekiel "these dry
bones can live." He invested
the money in the church and
his legacy remains. This
should inspire every Black
child (and adult) when they
are told they shouldn't,
oughtn't, can't. That's what
they told Jesus Christ, Dr.
King, and Dr. Foster.
This community has lost
a giant but heaven has
added another advocate for
us who are left on earth. He
is now home with the Kings
who were his role models for
living. And he has become a
role model for all of us.

The Black Voice News is a weekly
published on Th ursday by Brown
Publishi ng Company., P.O. Box 15 8 1,
Riverside, California 92502. We may be
reached in Riverside at (909) 682-6070,
3585 Main Street, Suite 20 1, Riverside,
92501 and in San Bernardino at (909) 8890506, 1583 West Baseline, San Bernardino,
CA 92411.
The Black Voice News sells $.25 per
copy. Subscription rate is $35.00 per year.
Out of state subscription is $45.00 per year.
Adjudicated, a legal newspaper of
general circulation on July 8, I 974 Case
Number 108890 by the Superior Court of
Riverside County.
· The objective of The Black Voice
News is to communicate information to all
members of the Inland Empire.
Stories published in The Black Voice
News do not necessarily reflect the policies
nor the opinions of the publishers. The
Black Voice News is a ud ite d by t he
Certification Verification Publ icati ons
Service (CVPS). We have over 35,000
readers per week.
T he Black Voice News is also a
member of the West Coast Bl ack
Publishers Association and the National
Newspaper Publishers Associat ion
(NNPA). We reserve the right to edit or
rewrite all stories submined for publication.
CREDO OF THE BLACK PRESS
The Black Press be lieves that
America can best lead the world away from
racial and national antagonisms when it
accords to every person, regardless of race,
color or creed, full human and legal rights.
Hating no person, fearing no person, the
Black Press strives to help every person in
the firm belief that all are hurt as long as
anyone is held back.
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The first tune we left a dealership
.- · ·:iwithout an ·upset stomach.
_,...,,

You see, Saturns are so
reasonab]y priced, and the
shopping ·experience is so
· relaxed and pressure-free,
.that, well, the cars pretty
much have the reputation
for selling themselves. We
don't dispute this. But please,
do us a favor, humor the sal~s consultants just·a
little, will you? Call them
-4 ~.
ov~r. Ask a question or two. ......... ~----They real]y like that.
J
s.!N.Hope to see you soon.
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For your closest retailer, aill 1-800-522-5000.
A DIFFERENT KIND of COMPANY. A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR.
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:Gwendolyn Baker to Resign as UNICEF President
NEW YORK, Sept. 9 -- Dr.
Gwendolyn Calvert Baker today
announced her resignation as
president and c hief exec u tive
officer of the United S t ates
· Committee for UNICEF,
• effective December 31, 1996.
Dr. Baker, named the U.S.
· Committee's President three
years ago, said in a letter to
· Hugh Downs, Chairman of the
- Committee's Board of Directors,
~ "After three years as president
and chief executive officer of
the United States Committee for
UNICEF, a wonderful part of
my career that is now 32 years
: long, I find that I have reached a
· point in my life when I have a
· great desire to spend more time
· with my fami ly, especiall y my
· grandchildren. The post of
, Committee President is a vibrant
' and demanding one, rightly so
" considering that we ac t o n
.. behalf of c hild ren around the
· world. I have fulfilled this
:· demand vigorously."

Our Bodies

Mr. Downs said, "It is with successful effort to achieve
eff'ciency
and
great regret that the Board greater
accepts Dr. Baker's resignation. productivity,
Dr.
Baker
She has been a dedicated and introduced profitability analysis
tireless leader in the important which has helped to improve the
work the Committee performs financial management and
on behalf of children around the accounting of the organization's
world. We wish her every assets. The Planned Giving
success for the future and our program has flourished under
sincere thanks for her work with her guidance, having more than
us over the past three years."
quadrupled Planned Giving cash
Dr. Baker's tenure as , and commitments to more than
p resident and chief executive ',$ 5 million this year. In June, the
offcer has been distinguished by U.S. Committee for UNICEF
n u merous achievements that was also awarded a "Maxi"
have d irectly impacted the Award from the Direct
organization's mission of Marketing Association of
edu cation, advocacy, and Washington, D .C. in recognition
fun d raising. Joini ng
the of its outstanding achievement.
Committee in September 1993,
Dr. Baker has used her
Dr. Baker sought to enhance and extensive background in
reinforce the revenue-generating education to encourage a long
activities of the organization by term educational view for the
creating a more cohesive and U.S. Committee for UNICEF.
inclusive
approach
to Dr. Baker introduced National
UNICEF Month, expanding the
fundraising.
Streamlining
the popular "Trick-or-Treat for
campaign
organization in what has been a UNICEF"

Putting things into perspective, the prostate is a key component of two major body systems: the urinary tract and the
reproductive system. In terms
of the urinary tract, we begin
with the kidneys, a big, intri-

from the scrotum to the body

cate filter system that cleans
the body of toxic waste, recycles useful materials and maintains the proper balance of
water and minerals. Twentyfive percent of the blood from
every single heart beat flows
through the kidneys which processes about 45 gallons a day.
The average male produces
about two quarts of urine every
day.
Each kidney empties its liquid waste or urine into a long,
muscular pipe called the ureter
that squeezes or milks urine
from the kidneys like toothpaste through a tube . The
ureter hooks into the bladder, a
muscular reservoir with an eloquent valve that keeps the
urine on a one way course.

and down to the back of t,he
prostate at which point the
seminal vessicles, which inciden tly produce 70% of the
fluid for semen, connect to the
vas deferens to fonn an ejaculatory duct which runs through
the center of the prostate.
With male ejaculation sperm
rocket from the epididymis
through the vas deferens , out
of the ejaculatory duct where
they' re mixed with fluid from
the prostate and seminal vessicle.
To ensure that this mixture
called semen doesn't back up
into the bladder, a muscu lar
valve slams shut in the bladder
neck, forcing the semen into
the penis and out via the urethra. Soon after ejaculation the

Family Talks

Joseph Bailey, II

M.D.

Teachers who require students to learn and apply rules
in Arithme tic to solutions of
their home work are teaching
by the deductive method. The
same is true for teachers
requiring pupils to learn and
apply definitions in geography
to the forms of land and water.
' The D eductive Method is a
way of learning in which definitions, principles, and rules
are stated and then applied to
the solution of a problem .
Deduction goes from the gen eral to the specific and is the
oldest known way of rationally
solving a problem.
To ancient thinkers , th e
world consisted of two things - Spirit and Matter. Knowing
nothing of laboratories or

.,\

scope of its outreach to schools
and other institutions throughout
the nation.
Under
Dr.
Baker's
leadership, the U.S. Committee
for UNICEF also embarked
upon an historic partnership
with The Atlanta Committee for
the Olympic Games to assist an
estimated 18 million children in
14 war-torn countries on the
occasion of the Centennial
Olympic Games in Atlanta.
Through a series of fundraising

and marketing initiatives, the
U.S. Committee has raised $3.5
million to date, contributing to
the $15 million that have been
raised worldwide for Olympic
Aid-Atlanta.
The
United
S tates
Committee for UNICEF is the
oldest of 38 national committees
that support the work of
UNICEF around the world.

It's a Male Thing
Urine exits the bladder via
the urethra which runs directly
th ro u gh the prostate to the
penis and then to the outside
world.
Spenn and testosterone, that
male hormone, are manufactured in the testicles .
Testosterone
stimulates
prostate growth at puberty and
the manufactu.ring of prostatic
secretions. .
Sperm travels from the testi cles via a twisting, winding
epididymis, a convo luted
greenhouse where they mature.
The epididymis connects to a
hard muscular cord that winds

Ernest Levister, M.D.

traditionally celebrated on
October 31 to encompass the
entire month of October.
National UNICEF Month now
provides educators and families
across the United States the
opportunity to plan activities
that help teach children about
global diversity, while also
generating funds that help
support UNICEF programs in
more than 140 countries. As a
result, the U.S. Committee has
sign)ficantly broadened the

semen coagulates with a substance manufactured by the
prostate called prostatic-specific antigen (PSA), then acts on
the semen liquefying it again
thus allowing the half billion
sperm to continue on their
intended pathway to the uterus
via the cervix where one will
hopefully survive and fertilize
a female egg.
The prostate is regulated by
sex hormones called androgens, which are manufactured
in the testicles, the prime one
being testosterone. This process is controlled by a hormone
from the body's master gland
called the pituitary which produces lutenizing hormone.
Testosterone, when released
from the testicles, circulates
the blood and, via diffusion
like water through a tea bag,
enters the prostate, hooks up
with other chemicals and
moves to the cellular seat of
power where it stimulates the
prostate.
Check us out next week
when we talk about prostatitis.
Dr. Levister welcomes reader mail concerning their body
but regrets that he is unable to
answer individual letters. Your
letters will be incorporated into
the column as space permits.
You may direct your letters to
Dr. Levister in care of Voice
News, P.O . Box 1581,
Riverside, CA 92502.
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THE LEITER AND THE LAW! - Carol Gerges, Publisher of the Columbus TlIIleS, left, and Wallace Jackman,
Publisher of the Minneapolis Spokesman, confer with Deputy Sheriff Jarres Murray of Fort Bend County, Texas,
about law enforcement in modem-day Texas. The occasion was the President's Reception for the National
Newspaper Publishers Associations (NNPA) Convention. The reception was sponsored by Philip Morris Companies
Inc, Miller Brewing Company, Kraft Foods Inc. and Philip Morris U.SA. Cowboys at the George Historical Ranch
spoke to guests about African American involvement in the settling of Texas and especially their involvement with
law enforcement. The publishers heard about 'Toe Buffalo Soldiers," Black men recruited after the Civil War into the
U.S. Army's 9th and 10th Cavalry and the 24th and 25th Infantry that patrolled hostile territories from Mexico to
Canada. The publishers also learned about the hundreds of scouts hired by the U.S. Army in Texas from what
historians call the Seminole Negro Indian community. This latter group had fled slavery in Georgia and lived free
among the Seminoles in Aorida 1hey were among the best trackers in Texas.

Let Us Invest In Your Future
'

Deductive Reasoning
experiments, the only way they
had for figuring out solutions
or ideas about spirits and matter was to either guess, speculate, or agree on the obvious.
Since conclusions about the
world were made by authorities, everyone was required to
accept their information as
"fact." Such is similar to our
friends who say "it is true
because I say it." What they
say may be true, distorted or
false. Nevertheless, what they
say to be true is called a main
statement or, back then, a
major premise or postulate.
If I say, "the earth is flat"
(my main statement), and you
belie ve me , th en everything
else I say about the earth is a
"snow job" -- wrong and misleading. For example, you ask
me where to row your boat in
the ocean. Obviously, I will
tell you to stick close to shore
for fear of falling off the edge
of the earth. Before you could
discover n e w worlds you
would have to wait for Columbus to prove me wrong.
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) is
credited with originating

deduction. he pointed out steps
of thinking to form conclusions
that necessarily follow from
the main statement -- the
method of Syllogisms. Then
and now, kids have naturally
used the deductivl! method.
For the problem at hand, either
from personal experiences or
from be ing told by some
"authority", we apply accumulated knowledge by "Reading
between the lines" (i.e. inferring) in order to arrive at a
solution. For example, "from
her conversation, i concluded
that she had a large family."
In summary, deduction uses
what general knowledg e we
know to get a specific answer
for what we do not know.
Deduction is like looking at a
funnel from the top down ;
induction, from the bottom up.
Deducing is a good way of reasoning as long as the main
statement is correct. To ensure
correctness is the job of inductive reasoning.
NOTE: Please address
comments to: 399 E. Highland
Avenue, Suite 501, San
Bernardino, CA 92404
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• Retirement Planning
• Investment Planning
• Estate Planning
• College Planning
• Tax Planning

AVAILABLE:
Stocks, Bonds,
Mutual Funds and
Advisory Services

To Enhance Your Retirement Years ...

Call Me Now!

"Our Commitment is to
our Clients"

Workshops and Seminars for financial
planning
Call for schedules

225 \\'. Hospitalit~· Lane. Suite 31-t ,:, San Bernardino. CA 92-t08

.

1-800-343-1861 ::: (909) 884-5519 Ff\X: (909) 884-8059

- - -- - - ---~-- ~-- - - -- ---~----~-------------:------- ~ - -;,:---- · -- - -- -~~· - - - -- -- -- -- - - --
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BB·A Celebrates its Annual Black Business Awards Luncheon
LOS ANGELES -- The Black
Business Association (BBA) will
celebrate twenty-six years of progress
at the 10th Annual Black Business
Day Awards Luncheon. The BBA
will honor outstanding African
American entrepreneurs and major
contributors to the African American
business community, Thursday,
October 17 atl2:15 .m.

"The· theme for the luncheon is
'Focus on Team Work,' and it
encompasses what we believe in at the
BBA," said Charles E . Blackmore,
chairman. "We must come together as
an entity to celebrate and support the
accomplishments
of
these
entrepreneurs and all African
American entrepreneurs. Team work
involves
not
only
There's Only One Rational Reason For Not supporting
the
Advertising in The Black Voice News.
entrepreneurs but also
You've Already Have More Business Than
teaching and • educating

African
Americans
about
entrepreneurship and the importance
of recycling Black dollars into these
businesses and the community."
The luncheon will be held at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel in Downtown
Los Angeles and will be emceed by
anchor/reporter Mark Brown of
KABC-TV Channel 7. C. Robert
Kemp, president/CEO of Los Angeles,
Community Development Bank, will
deliver the keynote address.
" This is an event the BBA has

You Can Handle.
Call Today

Down Home Soul
Cooking at its Best!

The Black Voice News
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(909) 682-6070 - - - - - -

NOW ALSO LOCATED
IN THE TOWN CATE
MALL MORENO

(Next to Louisiana Seafood)

Come See The New Line of Black Books!!!

THE BLACK

VOICE TODAY!
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BIBBS BOOKS AND CALLERY
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VALLEY AT

ADVERTISE

m
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Thinking of Buying a Car?
Tired of the Runaround? Do you
Want to be Treated as a Person?

Collard Greens
Mustard Greens
Yams
Macaroni & Cheese
Peach Cobbler
Lemon Meringue

WELL!!
\'isit

Dianne Stewart

-•

-

en
en
(D
en

Smothered Short Ribs
Barbecue Ribs
Meat Loaf
Ox Tails
Smothered Pork Chops
Fried Chicken

Kitchen

in the amount of $1,000. Th.e
luncheon will also include a Silent
Auction, for which various
organizations and corporations have
donated hotel packages, certificates to
restaurants, a helicopter ride, sports
tickets, vacations and other items to
benefit the BBA.
For further information about the
BBA Awards Luncheon, call (213)
291-9334.

conducted over the last 10 years,"
explains Bill Nesbit, co-chair and
Manager of Supplier Diversity for
Southern California Edison. "This
luncheon is our way of saying 'thank
you' to those business people in the
community who have made a
difference and continue to make a
difference in african American
business community."
The BBA, along with Rockwell
Rocketdyne Division, will present
four scholarships to business students

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Fri-Sat 7:00 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

~
C

Location:
14051 Indian Street
Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 485-6444

- • II

CALL

(909) 682-6070

Rancho Valley
Chevrolet

Beauty, Barber and Nail
Salon

Onl' l{io R,rncho Rd .
l'omnn,1, C,1 917hh

5563SuiteC
Mission Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
Appt. Call (909) 274-9391

( lJ ()lJ) (12(}- -}-}-}(1

()r

Spcl-i,111/ ing 111 l:Ct1,rc / 1\lkr S,ill' Cu,l\ll11l'I
SL·n iu·
( h L' r 12-, l',11, in tlw l)11..,i1H•..,..,

TRI-STAR
Family

Owners Eddie Green
Nathaniel Ross

Dental

Centre

General Dentistry
Dental Lab On Premises
Same Day Repair
Most Insurance Accepted
Cnildren & Seniors

COUNSELING &
PSYCHOTHERAPY
Jewel Carter Thompson. LCSW

Dr. Lloyd B . Walker

.

Dr. Robert Williams

"Someone Who Cares"

(909) 875-1299
························· ····· ······ ··· ················ ·

(909) 424-2229

.................................., ........ ... ........................................ .........,, , ........................................................... .. ,.
,

106 North Eucalyptus, Rialto, CA (Corner of Rialto Ave.)

Evening • Weekend Appointments

,,.,.,,
..."
Fashions By

'

KARS-YES.
Sales

8341 Indiana Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504
.
Voice Mail 909-424-6753 9091353-2277 ext. 16. • Fax 909/353-2298

Telephone (909) 881-1683

~9~~
~ fo ~
~
On line with the future

Clarence Peak
Training positions available for serious minded individuals
not afraid of success.

Office: (909) 485-3980

"\ ·

-

fl=

Diplomats of American Board
of Obstetrics and Gynecology

Diplomats o f American Board
of Obstetrics and Gynecology

8 :00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
By Appointment Only

CRFSCENT

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday: 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

(909) 351-6934
(Riverside)

(909) 482-0566
(Montclair)

Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

Call Us Today
(909) 247-5105
Appointment
Only

249 E. Highland 1, _ ___,,_
San Bernardino, CA 92404

Ray Aston

McDonald's Mission
Grove Plaza
221 E. Alessandro Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92508

5250 Arlington Ave.
Rlversld~ CA 92504
or
9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

23318 Olivewood Plaza Drive, Suite E
Moreno Valley. CA 92553

.
'Sen·ing the Co1111111111ity ll'ith Quality Care anti Erpert Smice .

:bonfz.!l.!J(imC&,, o 'l1,!b.

Owner/Operator

ftFSTAURANT

rP#\R#\l[E~ffe\l
~ERV~(C[E~

FREE CONSULTATION WITH THIS CERTIFICATE

f
_

CITY CumLE

ffe\[D) V#\~ (C re

By

7 DaysA Week

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Medical Group, Inc.

!BcUy ,Suwa,t ~id,, dl{.!b.

\. ~-. . .

WE COME TO YOU
Uncontested Divorce
Eviction Services
Chapter 7 Bankrputcy
Collect Back Child Support
Stop Wage Garnishments
Answer Complaints
Living Trusts
Restraining Orders
Unlawful Detainers
Enforce judgements
Name Changes
Typing Services
Resumes
Business Letters

Exquisite Africancentric
African Design
Created for Women & Men
(909) 884-7474 * (800) 40-WANDA

"I Will Work Hard For You!"

.{ .

LEARN Brom Quality
Instructors

Professional Legal Assistance

1'1......

STACY D. AMBROSE

.., •;

. , ~ ;;;:i1:A Family Martial Arts Fitness
.,.:... .....· -", ·
Club
..,. ·
3761 Van Buren #F (Cross
Street Magnolia - In the
Arlington Center Bldg.)
Call for Appointment and
Free Class

Hours: M, T, TH, F: 9-6 P.M./
W:10-7 P.M./ SAT: By Appointment

Call For Your Appointment Today!

5015 Canyon Crest Drive Suite 106 • Riverside, CA 92507

(l)(}l)) ]:,-}- _'i()()l)

(909) 780-7470
Fax: (909) 780-7471

. 2~080 D-2_2_0_Absandro !lint• ~lorl·no \ 'alll-y.
IR. I-

Blouses .................. ....•....... $ 2.50
1
Laundry Shirts ............ : ....... $1.25
I Pants .................................. $2.25
Suits .......... ......... ... ········· .•. $5.25
Dresses ............•................. $5.00
(Silk X-tra)

:g

'i

C..\i'909) 656-413'.'{

Ne1I I0 Garhc Rose
and Oon Jose

~

SPECIAL
~

1><1 a ~

DRAPERY
Per Pleat Lined
99¢~~~~~

Alessandro
\,', !

n

1\ ~ A Tf

) l A 0"'- P,,.

PLANT
ON PREMISES

t.\Jst present coupon with incoming

orders. not valid wilh other offers.

I

ONE DAY CLEANING SERVICF •

ONI· DAY AtTI, RATION

St ' RVICI

MASTE R TAILOR ON SITE

l

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

ALL TYPES OF LOANS!
Purchase/Refinances Conformin g/Jumbo

·samuel E. Dey, Jr., M.D.

Debt Consolidation

No Income Doc.

Easy Qualifiers

Problem Cred it

Low Rates

No Point Loans

Pre-Qualify by Phone No Obligation

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

Office Hours
By Appointment

Fixed/Adj ustable

1st & 2 nd Trust Deed Home Improveme nt Title I/No Equity

3400 Central Avenue #310
Riverside, CA 92506

Free Consultations

Stellar Investments & Financial Services
Call For Current Rates
(7 I 4) 529"3236

(800) 529-3236

,r--------------------------,
Fresh Inventory
:, A rr1v1ng
. . D a1·1y ~-{.:
· y-..
I

:SO%
OFF
I

.

~

:ALL C LOTHING

!25% OFF
I
IALL OTHER ITEMS
I
Must Present Coupon
I

:

Bargain Thrift

1 4850 Jackson Street, Riverside, CA.
I

Antiques

Collectables
Books
Clothing
Housewares
Furniture

Appliances

L--------------------------~
I,

'

,
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Government Workers Urged to Serve Disadvantaged
Famed defense Attorney excellence in public service .
Johnn ie Cochran challenged More than 100 works hop s
African American government focussed on topics related to
workers to become advocates for critical workplace problems and
the di sadvantaged and less community issues that impact
fortun ate, " those who have no the government workplace.
Cochran's topic was "Justice
one to speak up for them, those
whom no one seem to care In America," which he defined
about." More than 5 ,000 as "not just in the courts, but
government workers attending economic and social justice. So
the closing banquet of the 18th many Americans don't want to
Annu al National Training talk about race, but race is the
Confere nce-the
largest number one proble m in thi s
registration ever-appeared to country and it will be for the
acce pt the challenge in a next century. Thi s is a great
country, but we have a n
standing round of applause.
Cochran's challenge was a obligation to speak out about
recurring theme that came from racial injustic e; it is not
other national and grassroots heresy .. . what is a race card
leaders addressing the week- anyway? ...we don't own the deck
long conference. the government we don't own anything from that
employees, from federal , state, standpoint."
"We need leaders in thi s
and local agencies, were urged
to renew their commitment to country who have the courage to
civil rights, to commit at least talk about the racial injustice
three hours a week to volunteer that's taking place . As an
activities in their communities, advocate, you must not be afraid
and to set a new standard of to speak up. You have an

J oi n

Johnnie Cochran

obligation to speak out for the
young people who are coming
behind BIG talks about equity,
excellence and opportunity.. and
when you think about our state
in America today....that's all we
want.opportunity to be the best
that we can be."
Ms. "Able" Mable Thomas,
a popular Atlanta grassroots
leader, was the keynote speaker
at the opening session. She set
the tone for the conference by

in

urging
the
government remained productive, durable
employees to seek to provide the and comm itted to hel ping
highest po ssible quality of others. "
service to the public as the only
M s. Thomas, a former
way to combat the negative member of the Georgia General
public
perception
of Assembly and the youngest
government. "African American member ever elected to that
government workers must be body, stressed the importance of
willing to set a new standard of making a commitment to the
excellence ...you must show that commun ity. "We must create
you are concerned about opportunities in the community
provid ing the best possible to assist our people. It is
goods and services to the important to dedicate yourself to
American
people.
Your serving as a volunteer at least
philosophy of service must be three hours per week. But, you
"With God as my leader and must be a solid, dependable
righteousness as my guide, I volunteer." "You have more
accept my responsibility to serve African Americans in your
humanity graciously."
organization than they brought
Highlighting the conference here on the boat on the first
theme,
"Strengthening trip ...look what forced labor did
Partnerships and Productivity in in this country ...think what we
Government," she pointed out can do with love and hard work"
that in confronting adverse he stated.
Rev. C.T. Vivian, churchman
situations
such
as the
government furlough and the and civil rights pioneer, urged
attack on affirmative action, government workers to use their
"government workers have status "inside government " to

t h e g ala celebration of communit y spirit
as N ordstrom hosts

diversity

Benefiting Share Our Selves (S.O.S.)
Saturday, October 19, 8:00-11 :00 p.m. at Nordstrom .

With special guest'Rod
We'll welcome you with live entertainment . and a de licio us arrar of
Baseball Hall-of-Farner Rod Carew will lead off our cere mohy ho no ring this year's Community Ser/lce:,Awa rd w inne rs and Scholarship recipients.
...

:·

•: 't'.f

.

fo llowed by coffee. dessert and more fes ti,•e entertalbmefit
.-·•,:-:·...· .
Resen·ations are S50 for adults and S25 for students. wit h all p roceeds to benefit the eme rg~ncy a~iscafuiJ and e ducational programs
of Share O ur Selves. To R.S.V.P. or for special acco mmodations information . call Share O ur Selves:~t ..(714) 642-34 5 1 bY :\,londa,·. October 1-4 .
: ::~·
.
~

/- -:i<r~ffi~~

·=•t~;1r~~~t:i~: ~t
Co mmunit y Se rt"i ce A tc ard W' i1111 e i-s
;J:,p ese out~tanding indiYiduab ha\'e vol unteered tire lessly and selflessly to p romo te multic ultural '~ nderstandin11; in o ur community.
~

>

'

..

;i,,,
;:t

·it
' .,t

.i(

s arl<l,,:~f :sonal a~piratiod$.

\

'\

help others. "with you on the
in side working with us on the
outside, we have a chance to
save those fall ing on the other
side. If America is to change, if
America is to be what it says it
wants to be, what it is supposed
to be, it will be because those on
the inside, who have known
what suffering is, who have
brothers and sisters and uncles
and aunts and nephews who are
suffering, whose children are
sufferin g, say we will make a
change, we are here, we will stay
here, and we will see that the job
is done ... that is what will make a
difference, Vivian said.
B IG
1s
a
nat ional
organization of government
employees concerned with equal
opportunity. More than 300
chapters cover every state and
seek to represent the interests of
the 2.5 mill ion African
American
government
employees nationwide.
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Dr. Rev. LeMar Foster, Sr., Remembered
Continued from Front Page

Leaming Center (PAL). Last year a
program at his church that found
and funded summer jobs for youth
was awarded a Black Rose Award.
Under his leadership they have
spent $250,<XX) funding the ongoing
summer youth program.
During the first decade of his
tenure, New Hope grew from a
budget of $250,000 to a present
high of over two million dollars. In
1995, the Church was renovated,
refurbished, and expanded. On
February 11, 1996, Dr. Foster led a
march from the 16th Street 7th Day
Adventist Church where they
worshiped during the renovation
back into the present edifice.
Hundreds of people, including
elected officials and community
leaders of all races attended the
rededication service. Every local
newspaper covered the event. It
was perhaps one of his proudest
moments.
In 1994, he recorded a major
work entitled Counseling From the
Pulpit, a collection of sermons
utilizing Christian Group
Counseling Techniques on a variety
of common problems and published
the "Status of Women" a biblical
compilation of women in the Bible.
His leadership was recognized
by his own denomination. He was a

\

Dr. Foster laid to rest at Homegoing service.

member of the National Baptist
Convention USA, Inc., Second Vice
President of the Western Baptist
State Convention of California and
lmmediate Past Moderator of the
Tri County District Baptist
Association.
Pastor Percy Harper of St. Made
Baptist Church said of Rev. Foster,
"He was a Great Man... Great men
see beyond the obvious...Great men
know that which is uncommon to
most...Great men understand what
appear.; to be unintelligible.
They see opportunities to serve
and sieze them. They know that

leading is a privileged assignment.
They understand that God's blessing
of others c~~-s through the hands

of the blessed.
I thank God for this gentle giant
?f great faith! Our loss is for certain

presents Loveland's Annual

Singles
Celebration
Celebration in praise "With Him"

Saturday, Nov. 9th
Shilo Inn Hilltop Pomona
Featured on the Program - V.l.P.
Victors in Praise Dancers
Special Musical Guest Songstress Allegra
Master of Ceremonies - Christian
Comedian Broderick E. Rice
Semi-Formal Dinner/Dance
Donation: $40/person
For more information call
(909) 948-1565 or 874-6142

r-r.-•=•=•=•. ~•=•=•=•=•=•=•=•=•=•=•=•=•=•~•":"•=•=•=•=•-•=•------------------------------------.;----------------------11
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·1REFRESHING SPRING TEMPLE
!

Church of God In Christ

I

2883 Mission inn Avenue
Aiverslde, CA 92507

1

•

CATHEDRAL
OF PRAISE
2591 Rubidoux
Riverside, CA
(909) 369-8742

(909) 784-0860
"R place where o/1 moy come ond be refreshed"

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sundoy
Morning Worship
11 :OOo.m.
Evening Worsh ip
7:00p.m.
Tut1sdoy
Bible Study
7 :00p.m.
Fridoy
Evangelistic Service 7:30p.m.

Pastor Bobby A. Davis

Acappella Concert at.
Perris Church of Christ

heaven's gain. Yet his impact upon
us will long live on through us."
He served as Chief spiritual
leader for the Black Voice News,
Peoples Choice Awards.
He leaves his wife of 34 years,
the former, Betty J. Barnes, of
Salisbury, North Carolina, their four
sons and two daughter-in-laws, Rev.
LeMar Jr., (Bridgeteta), of Charlotte
N.C., Jeffrey, (Annette), Kevin and
Travis,all of Rialto, CA, orie brother,
James W., of Charlotte, N.C. seven
grandchildren, mother-in-law, Mrs.
Bessie Leach of Salisbury N .C., and
a host of other relatives friends and
the entire New Hope Family.
Ttllies Mortuary was in charge
of the services.
He was flown back to his home
in Charlotte, N .C. for another
service before internment

Loveland Singles
Ministry

Craig W. Johnson Pastor
SCHEDULE OF

SERVI(;~

Sunday
Midday Praise Service
Equipping Ministries
Afternoon Praise Service
Tuesday Selah Service

~-/~-

F

12p.m.
2:30p.m.
4:00p.m.

7:00p.m.

Pastor
Craig W. Johnson

.

.
With their historical gospel tent
. meeting now behind them, the
. Perris Church of Christ is
continuing to move forward as they
, offer various services and spiritual
: ministries to the community.
.
On Sunday, October 13, 1996,
· from 2:30 to 5:00 p.m., the Perris
: Singers and their special guest,
: "Praise", will hold a gospel
: acappella concert at 279 "D" Street,
: Perris. Tickets for adults are being
: sold for $5.00, however, admission
: at the door will be $7 .00. Children
; under 12 years of age may attend
• the concert at no cost.
,
"Praise" (a theatrical ensemble
: from Los Angeles) and the Perris
: Singers are professional quality
: groups with many first-class

.

soloists. They always glorify God
with their singing and have brought
honor to their respective
congregations by being winning
participants of the McDonald
Gospelfest held each year in the
Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles.
dd.
f
th
A mg a bit o mystery to e
concert, the Perris Singers have
promised the appearance of a
surprise group at this exciting
Christian event.
Door priz.es will be available.
For more information, please call

Breakthrough

Church Of God In Cfuist
14340 Elsworth St.
Moreno Valley, CA

(Services being held at New Wine Church)

Weekly Order Of Service
Wednesday Night . .......... .
Prayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:30 p.m.
e·bt
1 e Stud y ..... ... . s:oo p.m.
Friday Night ..............•.
Prayer .............. 7:30 p.m.
Evangelistic Service ... 8:00 p.m.
Sunday ................... .
Worship Service . . ........ . .. .

(9090 657-5433 or (9()()) 657-2803. I _ _:ln=n~v-=oc=a=tio=n~.~-·:_:·~·:_:·-~·~--~1=2:00~p=.m=--.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tickets available at Berean I,....~~-........- - - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Christian Book Storse, 3396 Tyler
BETHEL A M E
St., Riverside and 1330 E.
•
•
Washington, Colton.
CHURCH
16262 Baseline Ave.
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard
Fontana, CA 92335
Riverside, CA 92509
(909)350-9401

God In Christ

: Bishop Barnes to Celebrate
50th Anniversary Liturgy

(909) 684-LIFE
WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday

Fa~her Thomas J. Burdick,
Early Worship Service
8:00am
current pastor of St. Catherine
Mid-Morning Worship
11:00 am Pastor Ron and LaVette Gibson
Evening Worship
of Alexandria Church, will give
7:00pm
Come to Life ...
the homily, and will be joined
Wednesday
Pastoral Teaching
7:30pm
it will change yours!
by Associate Pastor David
Friday
Rev.
Morris
Buchanan
Prayer: Tuesday-Friday 6:00 pm, 12
Andel and former pastors and
Evangelistic Service
7:30 pm
noon, 7:00 pm
others from St. Catherine's and
Notre Dame High School, t - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - -- - including the first Holy Ghost
ST.PAUL
pastor, Father Joseph Murphy,
C.S. Sp., (1946), as well as, its
ODIST
2008 Martin Luther King, Blvd.
last Holy Ghost pastor, Father
Stratton Center -Temp. Location
COPAL CHURCH
Peter Covas, C.S . Sp., (1970Riverside, CA 92507
1355 W. 21st. Street

AMOS TEMPLE

Bishop Gerald Barnes

Bishop Gerald Barnes will
81) ..
celebrate Mass at the 50th
Father Murphy originally
Anniversary liturgy being
established the parish for the
scheduled for October 13, 1996, Holy Ghost Fathers (or
beginning at 10 a.m. on the Spiritans) to serve the needs of
football field at Notre Dame seventeen Black families living
High School. The parish that is
in the area. Today, the parish is
now St. Catherine of Alexandria
over 3,000 families strong and
was established on Pentecost reflects its ethnic diversity.
Sunday, 1946, as the Church of
the Holy Ghost.

P.O. Box 55010, Riverside, CA 92517

San Bernardino, CA 92-111

(909) 683-1567

(909)887-1718

Worship Services

Early Service

8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

Sunday School
liiiiii.=...;;;..;.........===-1 Morning Worship
Prayer and Bible Study
Rev. Raymond F. Williams
(1860 Chicago, Ste. #Gll, Riverside)
Wednesday
6:30 p.m.

Sunday Worship
Services

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

8:00 a.m.
II a.m.
9:30 a .m.
7:00 p.m.

Rev . Ch ar l es Brooks

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r.;;.;:;:;;:;::::..:;.~='ii--:-~ii-ii-==~~ri,-=~.;;.i;,~~~-=--=-~-=-=.;::~.;;.~_;,---;:::=================:::;
Lily Of The Valley Church
Of God In Christ
200 Oasis Rd.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(619) 325-1779
Sunday
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Y.P.W.W.

Evening Worship

9:30a.m.
11:15 a.m.
6:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

Tuesday

Christian Education

7:00p.m.

Wednesday

Choir Rehearsal

7:00p.m.

Thursday

Evangelist Service

7:00p.m.

Pastor Jerry E. Johnson
Sr.
Our Motto:
LOV in action, shows up better
than LOV spoken

(

•
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Roommates of the Opposite
'
Sex

Questions
& Answers

• Oct. 13th 11 a.m. New Life
M.B.C., 1322 N. Medical Center
Dr., S.B. announces the service, of
appreciation, for pastor Elijah
Solomon Singletary. Dinner will
be served in the dining hall, after
the 11 a.m. worship. Oct. 13th
1996. Call the church office, Sis.
Vitina White for details at (909)
885-7655.
New Life offers a class in
Marriage Enhancement every
Thursday 7:30 p.m. and singles
ministry every Friday 7:30 p.m.
come join us.

temptation for your flesh that
challenges.
you do not need. 1st Corinthians 10: 12 says "Wherefore let
If you have a question that
him that thinketh he stands take
you would like answered,
heed lest he fall." Simply said,
write: Dr. Reginald L. Woods,
do not be too confident that
life Changing Ministries, P.O.
you can handle the potential
Box 9778, San Bernardino, CA
temptation. Ephesians 4:27
92427-9778
says "give no place to the
devil."
Dr. Reginald Woods
2. I st Thessalonians 5 :22
says "Abstain from all appearQUESTION: Dear Pastor
ance of evil."
Woods; Is it against God to
Your relationship with your
have a roommate of the opporoommate may be perfectly
site sex even though we are not
innocent, but people don't
currently dating?
know what is happening behind
closed doors. The human mind ,
Anonymous, San Bernardino,
is a tremendous speculator. As
CA
By Mary Anderson
a Christian, you just do not
need this suspicion.
ANSWER: Quite frankly,
• Oct. 13th, 11 a.m. The
I recommend that you both
I do not recommend this for
Homegoing service, for Dr. LeMar
pray that the Lord provides you
two reasons:
Foster, Sr. pastor of New Hope
· each with a roommate of the
1. This can turn into a
M.B. Church, 1575 W. 17th St.,
S.B. will be Wed. Oct. 9th at 11
New Beginnings
am.

News4
Pulpit 'N
Pews

Community Baptist
Services held at: Kansas Avenue
S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 6S3-3775
WEEKLY

SEHVIC~

• Instruction Super Tues.
continues to be a night of
instruction under the auspices of the
B.T.U. at Temple M.B.C. Classes
are: Evangelism, Experiencing

God, Men of Integrity, the Portrait
of God's Women, Women in
Weighing, Teen Summit and many

more..
• The Black Infant Health
Project will be sponsoring an Open
House Program, Sunday, Oct. 13th
at two locations; Temple M.B.C.,
1583 W. Union St., S.B. directly
after l l am. worship service, and at

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 430, Moreno Valley,
CA 92556

~'\LLl:illil

l:J>ISCOVAL CtiUl:>Cti

4009 Locust (at 10th St.)
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-9406

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship ..........7:45 a.m.
Sunday School ........................9:00 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship .......... 10:15 a.m .
. Nursery Open ........................ 10:15 a.m.

SCtifl)ULt Of
Stl)VICti

Prayer Services ......................7:00 p.m.
BibJe Study ............................7:45 p.m.

me, ~Love'~

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt, II

----

Sunday Services .......... 10:00 am
- Sunday School ..............9:00 am
Wednesday Prayer &
Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson l .
.
Bable Study ....................7.00 pm

SUNDAV- FRIDAY AT 6 PM

ERICA GOSPEL MUSIC

N - THURSDAYS AT 9 PM

(909) 688-1570
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth

Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Ivan Williams, Pastor
Fontana, Ca
(909) 822-4349

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
1899 I Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration
Sunday School
Devotion & Worship
BYPU (1st)
Evening

MORENO VALLEY
Perris Valley
United Methodist Church
Rev. Edward Hawthorne
Masonic Lodge
21400°Johnson Ave.
Mead Valley, CA
Church School: 10 am
Worship Service: 11 am

RIVERSIDE
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street, Riverside
(909) 688•7872
Sunday School
Morning Worship

9:30 a .m.
11 :00 a .m.

Koinonia Community Church
Carl M. Legardy, Pastor
336 1 Chicago Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 686-79 I 5
ORDER OF SERVICES
Bible Institute
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 p.m.
Weekly bible Study
Tuesday:
7:00 p.m.
Women' s Fellowship 1st & 3rd
Thursday
7:00 p.m.

Spiritual Growth
Church Of God In Christ
YWCA 8172 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 9 2504
9909) 352- 2109
Elder David C. Richardson, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
11 :00 a.m.
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 220989

9:15 a.m.
9:30a.m.
11 :00a.m.
5:00p.m.

9:00a.m.
9:30a.m.
10:45 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
6 :00p.m.

Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. C ampbell, Pastor
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Sunday school
9 :30a.m.
Morning Worship
l0:50a.m.
HaFtist Training
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
(Wednesday
6:00 p.m.
Teachers Meeting
The Powerhouse COGIC
Rev. McDowell
2843 11th St.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-6923
Worship Services
Sunday School
Morning Service
Evening Service
Tuesday Bible Study
General Service
Friday

9:30 a.m.
11 :30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Refreshing Spring Temple
2883 Mission Inn Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0860
Elder Bobby A. Davis, Pastor
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
YPWW
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship
7:00 p.m .
Bible Study, Tuesday
7:00 p.m.
Evangelistic Service, Fri.
7:30 p.m.

San Bernardino, CA..._9241O
WEEKLY ORDER OF S ~

"Endeavoring to Help Increase the Population of Heaven"

Schedule of Service
Sunday Praise & Worship ...................... 12:00 p .m .
Family Bible Study (Thurs. Night) .......... 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Service (Thurs. Night) .................. 7:30 p.m.
Rev. F.D. Bullock, Pastor

call

FONTANA

OF ACTS

3431 Mt. Vernon Ave., Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 788-9218 • (909) 686-6856

and

COUNTD

THE BOOK

The Living Word Baptist
Church

Riverside Falih Tempk
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788•0170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sunday School
Worship Hour

9:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. Pastor
701 N. Orange Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 684-9160
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.

St. John Baptist
Interim Pastor Kevin Brown
2433 I 0th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0000
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00a.m.
Evening Service
6:00p.m.

RUBIDOUX
Bright Star Missionary Baptist
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
5306ODEL
Rubidoux, CA 92509
Sunday Services
8:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30 p.m.
B.T.U.
7:00 p.m.
Evening Service
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
2625 Avalon St.
Rubidoux, California 92509
(909) 276-8374
Marc Woodson, Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth Service

9 : 15 a.m.
9 :30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
5:00a.m.

SAN BERNARDINO
Bethesda Missionary Baptist Church
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Charles MacDonald
Sunday Services

9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

The Book of Acts (Formerly Living
Word Delivernac)
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones
7480 Sterling Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92408
(909) 884-8241
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship
11 :30 a.m.
New Hope COGIC
254 So. Mnt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 38 1-2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: •9 :45 a m
Morning Wors hip: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

I0 a.m.
11 a.m.
7 p.m.

New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
8:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
11 :00 a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30p.m.
N.B.C.
7:00p.m.
Evening Service
Nursery Services Provided

New Life Missionary Baptist
Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.

~•rs.

Tuesday- 9:30 a.m.
Thursday-5:30 p.rn.
Friday- 10:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday- 6:00 p.m.

Han·ey &

llean .Jones

4909>

884-824I

SUNDAY SERVICES:

SW1day School
Morning Worship

San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
8:00 a.m.
Church School Hour
9:45 a.m .
Morning Worship Hour
11 :00 a.m.
Tuesday
Bible Study Hour
6:30 p.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service
7:00 p.m.
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday
8:00 p.m.

GRAND TERRACE

Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2138
Sunday
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship
10:45 a.m.
Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Ove r To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
,,
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110OgdenSt.
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Wednesday Bible Study
Prayer Meeting

Prayer:

ra..aor and

Free-Way Missionary Baptist Church
Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor
22545 Barton Road Ste. I I I
Grand Terrace CA 92313
(909) 825-5140
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:30 p.m.

9:45 a.rn.
11:30 a.rn.

ALLEN CHAPEL A.M.E. .
A Spiritual ligh tni n g hit Allen

Chapel A.M.E. Church , Riversid~
on the 4th Sunday in October,
199 I , with the appointment o
Rev. Shennella Garrett-Egson.
This is the reason it g ives us great _
pleasure, and an honor, to invite
you to o ur Pastor 's 5th
Appreciation celebration to be
he ld on Sunday, October 27, 1996
at 3:30 p.m.
The guest preacher will be Rev.
Lee Norris May, pastor of First
A.M.E. Pasadena, along with his
choir and congregation.
Allen Chapel A.M.E. is located at
4009 Locust Street, Riverside,
CA.
PLEASE PLAN TO SHARE IN
THIS CELEBRATION WITH US

HIGHLAND
Amazing Grace COGIC
6997 Palm Ave., Highland, CA 92346
(909) 864-7069
Pastor W.L. McC!endon
Order of Services
9:30a.m.
Sunday Sc hool
Sunday Morning Worship
11 :30 a.m.
6:30p.m.
Sunday Night YPWW
Sunday Night Worship
7:30p.m.
7 :30p.m.
Tuesday Night Bible Band
Thursday Night Worship
7 :30 p.m.

*******
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Going to
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Visit a
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choice. Tell
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HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH REV. LEROI LAgµ:-
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Wednesday Services

presents

INSPIRATIONS ACROS

• Prayer Time, Continue
Believers, to be prayer, for the sick
and bereaved, of our community.

FOR PASTORS ONLY

2911 Ninth St.
Riverside, CA 92502
(909) 684-7532

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

new Hope M.B.C. Black Infant
Center, 1667 Medical Center Dr.,
S.B. 8 am. - 4 p.m. Sun. Oct 13th.
You may call the Information
Resource Center, New Hope 8802259 or Gwen Knotts Black Infant
Health Coordinator 386-800).

As past president of three of our local clergy organizations, I know how difficult
it has been to get an automobile dealership to work with our church members in
· providing them a full range of financial services and products that will meet and
fulfill their transportation needs. Finally, we have succeeded! When you refer
your member to CARS USA at the Riverside Mitsubishi dealership, they won't
have to hear foul language, see dirty girlie pictures, or fan smoke from their
faces, and they won' t have to sit in some small room for hours while financial
games are being played. Moreover. even if your member has past credit
problems. they will be treated with respect dignity, and Christian love. When you
walk into a CARS USA dealership, you can expect the "unusual," and witness
sales professions that sit down with customers and work out programs and
methods to get "good people" with "bad credit" financed. They put people into
automobiles that have been turned down by others. These people even pray with
your referral for divine guidance in making the right purchase. Yes, it's taken us
years to get a dealer that would work with us in this manner, but now we have
one! Pastor, it would almost be sinful to send your member to any other place.
They' ll receive special attention and benefits when referred by their pastor. They
take your member's application right over the phone, and they can actually have
their car ready when they arrive. This dealer is selling Mitsubishi cars, but they
sell you, or your member, any car, any make or model. Remember the founding
principles and senior management team for CARS USA (Al Washington , David
Watt, and Jerry Greco) designed the dealership to be customer friendly in a
Christian environment. You won' t get •·ripped off!"
Let's show our community how we Christians like and deserve to be treated. See
you there '
Jerry Louder, Pastor of New Jerusalem Church

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH

James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

SW1day Service
10 a.rn.
Morning Worship
11 a.rn.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7 p.m.

• Oct 20016 p.m. Temple M.B.
Church, 1583 W. Union St., S.B.
and Pastor, Raymond Turner invite
you, to witness the drama "The
Coroner's Inquest." Though
Ephraim built many altars for sin
offerings, these have become altars
forsinning." Hosea8:ll.

The dinner and fashion show
sponsored by the New Hope

Chureh

Thursday. October 10. 1996

M.B .C . Avant Garde has been
cancelled.
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Ford
Credit

Freeway Discount....-710
Your Cost••••••••••••••$12,310

g0~.o

MSRP.....................$16,645 ..,_--....-_ _ __,,

MSRP...................$13,020 _ _ _ __

A '97
Mercury
Tracer At
This Price

Freeway Discount.....-1225
Factory Rebate.......... -600

I

Your
Cost•••••••••••••••••

$14,~20

•

6.9%

,

48MOS. .

· 48 MOS.

VIN#612371

•

MSRP .................... s21,s70
Freeway Discount .... -1861
Facto Rebate ......... -I 500

6.9%

)/.\;~-

6.9%
UMOS.

J85(}9

Yt>ur Cost................ $

-. ,,L;J . ·

48 MOS.

Vin.
#134010

.. Vin.
#24842,
636355

"ft,wt.....i··~~':.1:
MSRP .................... $28,075

ALL NEW

Freeway Discount .... -2100
Yt>ur Cost......... .......

\ ,
.

25975 JEST DRIVE
ONE!

' .............
~

~

....

-

.

-

,

~

·.

~factocy Rebate........... 800
IYour Cost••••••••••••••••$34,460

~~

_

,.,,=---=-

.

·--- -··---~.-

Vin.]03925

290//0 ;I_\

2
go,
SJ 440
/0.

Facto Rebate .........-3000

•

t,8 MOS,

• lour G,s,................

J

UfflOS,

'

'(
.A

-

Quality Used Cars and Trucks
'95 FORD ESCORT

'95 FORD CONTOUR

·95 MERCURY TRACER

'92 FORD AEROSTAR

VIN #234388

$9,599

$10,995

VIN #649187

VIN #B78114

· 94 FORD T-BIRD

'95 MERCURY MYSTIQUE

' 95 FORD PROBE

·93 SUZUKI SAMURAI

$11,999

$12,999

$12,9~9

$13,999

VIN #181274

VIN # 624698

VIN #148885

VIN #100409

· 94 FORD EXPLORER

· 95 FORD MUSTANG

'93 LINCOLN TOWNCAR

$14,999

$15,999

$8,999

$13,999
VIN #D62922

VIN # 265978

..

VIN# 6770 28

•

' 95 FORD MUSTANG

$14,999
VIN# 265978

-------

;~

rf AUTO PLAZA DR.

1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO

.,
IJ

909/889-3514
1-800-237-8115
Sale Ends 10/14/96

roved credit.

'

.

,,
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Thorns in Trojan's Rose Bowl hopes after loss to Cal
Former Riverside North
star Chris Claiborne comes
up with a strong effort, but
USC still falls to Cal 22-15.
By LELAND STEIN III
BVN Sports Editor
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 7 - You can only
beat-up on someone for so long before they
rise up and fight back - that was the University of California Golden Bears verses USC
Saturday at the Los Angeles Coliseum.
Before 51,511 , a team the USC Trojans
have an overall 53-26 advantage dating back
to 1915, and were working on a four game
consecutive winning streak, plus the overwhelming fact Cal hadn't beaten USC at the
Coliseum in 26 years ... then it was an over
estimation that maybe this day would be business as usual.
No way were the lightly regarded Bears
going to roll over and play dead for the TroPhoto by Robert Attica! - BVN
Photo by Robert Attica! - BVN
jans on this day. In fact they didn't, outlastUP FIELD PUSH: Ex-San Bernardino High product, CLOSING IN: Former Riverside North star Chris Claiborne (#55) was named ABC's
ing the 15 point favorites 22-15. Hungry and
George Perry (# 88), eyes a Cal runner.
USC Player of the Game following his outstanding 19 tackle performance.
eager to prove to the world and new Coach
Steve Mariucci they are for real, Cal played
~ - ,,r """'lf.
Kelly, plus Larry Parker on offense - to one
USC with confidence and resolve.
end zone by the Bears.
~- "·<-'
"
"We rose to the occasion," Mariucci said.
game suspensions for trading Nike shoes for
The replays appeared to show Washington
"I didn't sense our kids wilting when the other Nike gear. Then there were the two
had both knees down and the ground caused
crowd got into it at the end. This is a young
USC turnovers that included the controversial
the fumble, but, the officials didn't see it that
team, they' re eager, coachable and hungry ...
goal-line fumble by tailback Delon Washingway. Boos rained down on the official's crew,
ton.
and the seniors are tired of losing."
as Cal promptly drove 80 yards against a
Although Cal (5-0 overall, 2-0 Pac-10)
Concerning the loss of three defensive
shocked USC defense for a field goal that
starters, freshman middle linebacker Chris
came into the contest against USC undefeatgave them a commanding 19-0 lead.
ed, its record was down played by many Claiborne from Riverside North, who struck
"It kills you to look out there on the TV
because of the non-respect for the schools his helmet in on an incredible 19 tackles,
screen and see him fall like that in the open,"
they had met thus far - San Jose State, San · noted: "They were a big miss for us. They are
Robinson said, "somebody should have seen
it. "
Diego State, Nevada Reno and Oregon State . . leaders on this team and they are impact players. I tried to step up my game and play at
"They surprised us with some things they
Added Washington: "I was really disapanother level. I'm going to try and do the
were doing . . . still nobody expected us to
pointed the call went like it did. I thought I
was clearly down. It was a momentum buster
lose," said ex-San Bernardino star George same thing next week, toq."
Actded Knight, the former Riverside
for this team."
Perry. "This was a big game for us, but hopefully we'll learn from this and we' ll be able Rubidoux star and now USC's leading tackThe loss has put USC in a position where
they
have to win every conference game the
ler:
"It
was
hard
sitting
out
and
watching
the
to rebound."
rest of the way, or maybe find themselves
team play. I'd like to think I could have
Added USC Coach John Robinson: "I give
down and out of a chance to defend its Rose
helped the team against Cal. We just have to
great credit to Cal. This is a pretty even conBowl and Pac-10 titles.
pllt this game behind us and realize from here
ference and you have to rrlak the plays to be
"We still have the rest of the Pac- 10 to
successful. The final deal of the day was we on out every game - one at a time - is very
play," said Trojan starting defensive end and
important for us. But, think we have the playjust didn't get the offense moving."
ex-Moreno Valley Valley View star Willie
Cal indeed outplayed USC (3-2, 1- 1) on ers and can still meet the challenge."
Lowery. "From here on out every game is
Despite the loss of the key defensive playthis day, but two situations standout and surePhoto by Robert Attical - BVN
important. We have to take it game-by-game
ly worked in the Bears favor against the Tro- ers, USC still had chances to come out victoON THE RUN: USC's Rodney Sermons from
rious. In particular on a third quarter Washfor the remainder of the Pac-10 schedule. I
jans: First the loss of three defensive starters know
the guys will be up to the task though." . Diamond Bar, score on at-yard touchdown pass
ington
plunge
to
the
Cal
1,
amid
two
tacklers
Sammy Knight, Darrell Russell and Brian
from quarterback Brad Otton state title.
the ball popped free and was recovered in the

..

BVN High School G~m®

m~lhl® W®®rk

Corona Centennial Huskies 45, Riverside North Huskies 0,
Barton, Wilson and defense keeps
Corona Centennial machine
rolling along.
By LELAND STEIN III
BVN Sports Editor

RIVERSIDE, Oct. 4 - What a difference a year makes. Last
season Riverside John W. North ended its historic 14-0 campaign as California Interscholastic Federation Division 4
champions. Along that road to football glory North beat
Corona Centennial 29-2 1 to earn a spot in the CIF title contest opposite Riverside Rubidoux.
Well, it's one year later and these two teams appear to be
headed in opposite directions. North (1-3) following the 45-0
loss at its homecomin_g, has to right the ship and hope that
they can get healthy and improve enough to mount a serious
challenge in the Ivy League wars.
On the other hand, Centennial be hind Coach Ron
Gueringer, appears to be headed for another extended run in
the CIF Playoffs. An d why not?
With All-CIF players like back Damion Barton, who ran
for 126 yards including a 44-yard touchdown scamper, and
linebacker Shanga Wilson, who leads the team in tackles, the
Huskies are primed and ready for whoever.
Centennial has beaten its last two opponents by a total
score of 97-0. The only negative for them is the penalties 122 yards on 10 flaggings.
"Our defense played really well," Gueringer said. "Our
offense was kind of stagnant, but in the second half we did
some great things."
North was coming off an exciting victory over Corona and
expected to at least compete.
"I though we would be ready for the c halle nge," said
injured two-way starter Sam Brandon, "but they just took us
out our game. Plus the early turnovers killed us."
A 23 point first quarter barrage by Centennial was too
much for the North Huskies to overcome. Led by Khris Hannon's 12-yard run with a blocked punt, followed by Wilson's
forced fumble on North quarterback Michael Breyer that he
picked up and rambled in for a 16-yard touchdown. The scoring spree was concluded by Barton's 44-yard run.
Before North could get into any flow, Centennial had
snatched the life from them, and once the Huskie smelled

.

.

Photo by Darlene Kincaid - BVN

.

DEF~NDING CIF CH~MPS: The <;;entennral Huskies ~~e (standing 1-r): Shanga Wilson, James Dunn, Khris Hannon and

Damion Barton. (kneeling 1-r) Cednc Johnson, Paul MeJ1a and Jonathan Richardson.

blood they went into a frenzy and just dominated the game on
both sides of the ball.
It didn't hurt that Corona Centennial had a little extra motivation in the fact North snatched their CIF title dreams away
last season. Still Coach Gueringer said that wasn't the focus
of their practice all week.
But star player Wilson admitted he and his teammates were
thinking about it all week. "They kicked us out the playoffs

last year and we were a game away from being in the CIF
championship," he said. "We plan on being there this year
though."
Centennial has the coaching, guns and desire to make Wilson's words come true. With Centennial, Rubidoux, Norco,
Alta Loma, Moreno Valley Valley View and Ontario all very
solid teams, the CIF Division 4 playoff chase will be interesting.
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Tyga's Debut Album -Uncaged
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Tyga was first introduced to
th e mus ic industry w hen he
created the popular R&B group

SILK, under the talented
direction of Keith Sweat. Tyga
departed from the group as a
result of creative differences and
sought more control in another
group, JUICE . JUICE , was
featured on the Jason's Lyric
Soundtrack. Now Tyga embarks
on a solo career. With the
knowledge and talent he has
gained from singing in the
church choir (since age 10) as
well as his group member and
song production experience a
solo album was inevitable.
Not only does Tyga posses
strong vocal ability but he has
displayed his songwriting skills
by writing all of the tracks on
his new album songs he states

that are based upon hi s own
personal experiences . Tyga' s
smooth vocal style and strong
range incorporate a blend of
classic R&B with a slash of new
school melodies.
This self described
"twenty-something" artist
comes fresh from Gemini
Entertainment , an Atlanta based
Black owned entertainment

Company, delivering quality
production, in their own stateof-the-art recording studio :
UNIT 9 RECORDINGS . With
the brilliance of vocals and the
quality of production , combine
those factors with elements of
up-tempo and sensous and you
have uncaged the Tyga.

The Phenix Information Center
African-American Literature & Entertainment
HOS'IS

Warren ·G Gets Busy With Dr. Dre, New
Edition, Isley Bros. & Adina Howard
Wa rren G 's long awaited
ne w record is slated for early
November re lease. It follo ws
th e
multi -p latin um,
R EGULAT E : THE G-FUN K
ERA, which has sold more than
4 million copies to date. LA's
guru producer is collaborating
with legend Dr. Dre and T he
Isley Brothers, among othe rs ,
on tracks for his upcom in g
release of which he is executive
producer.
Dre a nd Warre n G are
currently in the studio working
on tracks. The Isley Brothers,
The Twinz, and Jayo Felomy
make guest appearances on the
new record.
In additi on to working on
new mate rial for the record ,
Warren G is busy as CEO of his
recently founded G-Funk label.
He is wo rk ing c l ose ly with
Gen eral M a nager Aaron
A nderson to prod uce ne wly
signed acts to be presented later
this year. Those signed Jo the
new lab e l in clude fe male
rappers Da 5 Footaz and R&B
singing group Reel Tight.

Singer Adina Howard and
Warren G recently recorded the
lead soundtrack single for
Jackie Chan's film Supercop.
The song (produced by
Warren), "What's Love Got to
do With It," appears on the
film's Interscope Records
soundtrack
( released
in
collaboration with Def Jam). It
is an exquisite, updated remake
of Tina Turner's hit from the
80's.
Warren G recently re-mixed
the latest single for New Edition
(featuring another G-Funk
artist, Knee Hi). It appears on
the pop-funk outfit's reunion
album, HIT ME OFF. The new
album is nothing short of
inspired. As one of the hardest ·
working, most sought-after rap
artist/producers in Los Angeles,
Warren will make his new
record well-worth the wait.

Johnnie L. Cochran, Jr.
with Tim Rutten

October 16, 1996
4:00 p.m.
Sturges Theater of Fine Arts
780 N. "E" Street
San Bernardino
For more information or tickets call

Phenix Information Center
at:
(909) 383-2329
Tickets to the event will include Cochran's Journey to Justice
(One World/Ballantine Books) in which he discusses his humble
beginnings in Shreveport, Louisiana to his successful and
reputable career as a defense attorney..

FIRST ANNU-A L AWARDS
FOR SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARD
FURTHERING PEACE IN LIBERIA
On October 26, 1996, the Liberian Social Justice Foundation (LSJFI) will be hosting the first annual Awards Recognition
Program to honor those individuals
and/organizations who have made significant contributions to furthering peace and
the quality of life in Liberia.
According to Edwin G.K. Zoedua, Executive Director/Chairman of LSJFI, ihis is
an opportunity for us to bring together the Liberian Community that resides not only
in Cincinnati, but in all regions of the United States."
Founded in 1995 the LSJFI now boasts of more than 62,000 members worldwide
who are putting together to make inroads toward peace and improve opportunities
for the people of Liberia.
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"I am hopeful that this event will also draw attention to the ongoing problems facing the Liberian people," says Zoedua. "since the inception of the Liberian Civil War
in December of 1989, many Liberian Citizens have lost all their property and worldly goods. Thousands more have lost their very lives. It is the goal of the Liberian
Social Justice Foundation to provide support to a people who do not want and endless flow of charity, but want, instead, opportunities that will ensure them to restore
dignity to daily life in Liberia.
· ,,'

Some of the nominees who will be recognized by the LSJFI include:
AFRICARE,UNICEF,WORLD VISION, WORLD BANK.AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR WORLD HEALTH.AMERICAN RED CROSS.AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON
AFRICA.TRANS AFRICA,ALL LIBERIAN CONFERENCE,LIBERIAN UNION OF
LIBERIAN ASSOCIATIONS IN AMERICA(ULAA),PROJECT LIBERIA,LIBERIAN
UNITY FOR PEACE AND DEMOCRACY,LIBERIA CHRISTIAN UNITY ORGANIZATION,UNTIED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL,UNITED NATIONS GENERAL
ASSEMBLY,CALVARY CHURCH INTERNATIONAL,FRIENDS OF LIBERIA,
EXPERT SECRETARIAL SERVICES,ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS.WASHINGTON OFFICE ON AFRICA.AFRICA
VOICE MAGAZINE.A BETTER CHANCE, AFRICAN NATIONAL REPARATION
ORGANIZATION, BOOKER T. WASHINGTON FOUNDATION, AFRICAN TIMES,
MAP INTERNATIONAL AND MANY MORE.
The event will take place at the Marriott Hotel Grand Ballroom in
Sharonvill(Cincinnati), Ohio and will begin at 4:00p.m. all interested parties are
invited to join the festivities and learn more about the LIBERIAN SOCIAL JUSTICE
FOUNDATION, INC., POST OFFICE BOX 31438, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45231

TEL: (513) 931-1872

FAX: (513) 931-1873
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A Slave Ship Speaks: The Wreck of the Henrietta Marie

Ship's Bell from the Henrietta Marie

By Tom Lawrence
Black Voice News

This is the last week to
• witness an emotional historic
experience of the Black
Holocaust in the form of the
· artifacts from the sunken slave
• ship Henrietta Marie.
The ship sunk in the summer
• of 1700, 35 miles off the coast
· of Florida and the collected
' artifacts are now on display at
the Watts Center in Los Angeles
at 10950 South Central Avenue,
: until Tuesday, October 15,
1996.
"A Slave Ship Speaks, The
Wreck of the Henrietta Marie"
, by Colin Palmer, Ph.D., goes on
' to say, "When the Henrietta
Marie ran aground in the
• summer of 1700, she was on the

continues to evoke a multitude
of emotions: rage, disgust ,
shock -- and, ultimately, respect
and admiration for those who
survived the crossing and lived
to talk about it.
The recovery of the artifacts
associated with the trade from
the wreckage of the Henrietta
Marie invites memories of the
Middle Passage.
But the
contemporary reader need only
visit the forts that still remain in
Ghana in order to comprehend
the nature of the slaves' painful
odyssey. Because they were
Trade Beads
frequently confined in dark and
the Caribbean where the damp underground dung'e ons
Africans were sold. Bound for connected by narrow tunnels to
England and laden with sugar the ocean, the slaves' terrifying
arid other African and Caribbean experiences really began prior to
products, the ship was on the their departure for the Americas.
final leg of this triangular trade Visitors to the large forts at
route when the misfortune Cape Coast Castle and Elmina
occurred near Key West.
still utter horrified gasps as they
Known as the Middle examine the quarters in which
Passage, the second segment of the Africans were confined
a European-based slave ship's before beginning the "journey of
route remains the most horrible no return", as it has been aptly
and enduring symbol of the characterized."
human
commerce.
Exhibit hours are l O a.m. Contemporary accounts of this 4 p.m. weekdays, 10 a.m. - 5
Atlantic passage frequently p.m. Saturdays, and 1 p.m. - 5
capture the nature of the p.m. Sundays. The cost is $5
Africans' ordeal, their struggles for adults, $3 for students and
for physical and psychological seniors, and children under 12
Shackles, Artifacts from the Henrietta Marie
survival, and their variegated are free. For further information
third leg of a typical slave- the ship first sailed to West Henrietta Marie undertook the reactions to their condition. For regarding this exhibit, contact
trading journey. Starting in Africa to acquire her human second segment of her journey, the peoples of African descent (213) 563-5639.
London several months earlier, cargo. This accomplished, the this time crossing the Atlantic to in the Americas, the journey

HAIR UNLIMITED
LEON'S BAR & GRILL

6th Annual AIDS Walk Scheduled
On the morning of Sunday Inland AIDS Project. This sixth
October 20, 1996, 2,000 - 3,000 annual walk brings together the
people will gather at fifth and community to acknowledge that
main streets in Riverside, to HIV is a serio us health care
show their support for persons concern in the.United States and
living with HIV disease in the in our local communities .
inland portions of Southern Person s wishing to obtain
California by completing a 5K further information about the
walk around scenic Fairmont walk may call 1-800-814-5769.
• Park. Each walker will have
Proceeds from the annual
raised pledges for each AIDS Walk support care
kilometer they walk to support services for persons with HIV
services for persons with disease living throughout Inland
HIV/ AIDS provided by the Empire communities.

In addition, to commemorate
the lives of persons with AIDS,
the sixth annual AIDS
Candlelight Vigil will be held
on Saturday October 19, 1996 at
the Riverside City Hall Plaza at
dusk (6:30 p.m.). Through the
mediums of song, stories from
persons affected by HIV and a
candlelight ceremony, we will
renew our commitment to
understanding , empathy and
compassion for persons afflicted
by HIV. For further infonnation
contact Anita Gibbins, Director

of Client Services at (909) 3833474.

Presents

SOUNDS OF THE 70'S

Subscribe and
Advertise to
the Black
Voice News
(909) 682-6070

DINNER

& DANCE

Oct 19 from 8:30 pm - 4:00 am
AT THE RAMADA RESORT

1800 E. PALM CANYON DR., PALM SPRINGS

Make Your Reservations Now!
Tickets are $25 per person

Call (619) 321-8220 or (800) 619-1326

4th Annual
Rediscover San Bernardino
Community Fair
Saturday, October 19, 1996
Perris Hill Park
11 a-Sp

International
Food Court
and
Vendor Fair
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Reverend Chooses Fontana for ''Oasis'' Center~
Rev. Wanda Haynes welcomes
all to a new church The New
Vision Center, formerly the
Fontana Church of Religious
Science, with services at the
Masonic Temple, 16650 Arrow
Blvd. and classes at 9030 Sierra
Ave. Suite "O". Rev. Wanda has a
lifelong dedication to the helping
professions with four certificates
and licenses in nursing and a
Bachelor and Masters degree in
Health and Aministration from the
University of La Verne. She was
,,
Southern Calif. Manager for
customer services at - Kaiser
Foundation for 6 years and Assoc.
Director of Critical Care Nursing in
Anaheim, with over 24 years total

experience as an R.N. She is an
ordained minister in the United
Church of Religious Science and a
practitioner, since 1994.
The Oasis Center will be a
complex dedicated to spiritual
living, health, and lifelong learning.
It plans to have an educational
center for young people "in the
round", with a spiritual sanctuary
and Alternative Health facilities,
swimming pool , reflecting
fountain, etc. "We want our church
to be a Spiritual Oasis in the Inland
Empire dedicated to living life
more abundantly, as stated in the
Bible." She Invites sincere, caring,
truth seekers, teachers, and students
committed to their own spiritual

awakening to be part of the project.
There will also be classes in
Transpersonal Healing for the
caring profession of nurses and
doctors.
combining
medicaVscientific knowledge with

Dr. E. Neal Roberts,
superintendent, said the alleged
embezzlement involved funds
from the Child Welfare Fund, an
employee- run program that
raises money to benefit needy
stud ents.
The
alleged
embezzlement was discovered
when the fund 's board officers
discovered they had insufficient
fund s to pay their bills.

Rudy C. Hernandez Community
Center Toddler Program
The City of San Bernardino
Pa rks,
Rec reation
and
C o mmunity
Se rvi ces
1
Department is offering a social
1 rec reational program entitled,
"Ti me for Tots", for ages 3-5
years old o n Mond ays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from
9 :00 a.m. to 12:00 p .m. The
, p rog ram inc ludes arts and
crafts, educational enrichment,
lunch and other activities. The

cost is a monthly fee of $50.00.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. is
Teeny Tiny Crafts Program for
ages 3-5. The cost is $5.00 per
month. Both programs are held
a t Ru dy C . hernande z
Community Center located at
222 North Lugo Avenue, San
Bernardino.
For more
information, please call (909)
384-5420.

Roberts has confirmed that a
significant amount of money is
involved . As soon as District
officials were alerted to the
possibility of missing funds, an
investiagtion was started and the
San
Bernardino
Police
Department was notified. A
search warrant was obtained and
the e mployee's home was
searched Wednesday night.
Roberts said th er e are no
indications that othe r s were
invovled rn the a llege d
embezzlement. The district is

drawn up by Prof. Lou Nitti Jr., an
experienced architectural designer.
For more information call Rev.
Haynes at (909) 335-0683.

Unnecessary Use of Force by Police Officers
Continued from Front Page

else he was shot and that the
knife was still in his hand and
he had a knife sheath on his
belt. Munoz said he was going
through the witness statements
and he hadn't come across
anything
that did
not
substantiate the claim. Munoz
says his witnesses were in a

Allegation of Embezzlement Lodged Against SBCUSD Employee
The San Bernardino Police
are investigating an allegation
of embezzlement of funds by a
long-time employee of the San
Bernardino City Unified School
District.
The employee, whose name
has not been re leased because
formal charges have not been
fi led, worked in the district's
Fiscal Services Division.

Spiritual Principles. "We feel the
center will be unique to this area"
Rev. Wanda enthused. She said the
center will need at least five or ten
acres and might he located in the
mountain areas. Plans are being

conducting its own internal
investigation and auditors have
been called in to try to
determine how extensive the
alleged embezzlement was and
exactly how it could happen and
remain undetected.
Roberts said the district is
cooperating fully with the police
investigation. "We are shocked
and saddened by the allegations,
but we intend to make a full
accounting to our community
when we know all the facts."

good position to view what was
going on.
"Some of the
witnesses back up the police ,
others view it (incident) in a
different manner." There were
no reports of anything being
removed placed by the officers
or taken away from the crime
scene, reported Munoz.
Williams doesn't believe the
incident was racial but he said
he thought the two officers were
"trigger happy and saw these
n***** who looked homeless

and shot him. Why didn't they
go after the other people who
were there?" asked Williams.
Munoz said, "Williams had a
open bottle in a bag all 3 or i4
people ran but Williams was
told to stop and he didn 't. He
would have gotten a ticket for
carrying an opened container
but he didn't stop."
The two officers are back tb
work. They will face a review
board.

Social Security
Disability

Daniel Hantman
Attorney at law
4072 Chestnut
Riverside, CA 92501

Since 1976

(909) 784-4400

Sen. Leonard and CA. School
Superintendent Visit Local
Schools
Dr. E. Neal Rob e r ts,
superin tend e nt of th e Sa n
Be rn a rdin o C ity Unifie d
Sc ho o l Di str ic t we lcome d
Se na to r Bill Le on a rd a nd
' Delaine Eastin, superintendent
of publi c in s tru c ti o n , to
Thompson Elementary School
thi s p as t week. Thomp son
Pr incipal Bo bbi Pr egm on ,
who was visiting three schools
in the senator 's district was
also on hand to greet Senator
Leonard and Superintendent
Eastin . They began their day
at F loyd Stork Elementary in
Alta Loma and then to Harry
S. Truman Middle School in
Fontan a, before arri vi ng at
ThQmpson.
S e nator Leo n ard say s,
"San Bernardino City Unified
School District and Thompson
E le me nt ary
ha ve
bee n
workin g s ince the 1992- 9 3
school year to achieve the goal
of all children reading by the

e nd of th ird g rade. Th e
district has reached a success
rate of 92.4%. The students at
T homp son are famou s for
rea di ng
record - se tting
numbers of books, las t ye ar
3 7 ,070 bo oks.
For that
reason, I would like to show
Sup erintend ent Eastin wha t
San Be rn ardino children can
acc omplish with a dedicated
teaching staff, clear direction
a nd s pec if ic goals. The
Superintendent and I looked
for ward to havin g third
graders read to both of us."
Sup e rinte nde nt Ea s tin 's
vi s it culmin a ted with a
co mmunit y
meetin g
at
Thompson . Supe rintendent
R o berts,
Assi s tant
Superintendent Leslie Pulliam
and tru stees fro m Ri ve rs id~
and He met Sc hool Di stricts .
alon g with local pa re nts
p a rt icipated rn a p a ne l
discuss ion.

Cardona Named to Top
Administraitive Post
Elementary School at the time
of his appointment.
A seasoned profess ional ,
M r. Cardona began hi s
education career in 197 l as an
elementary school teac her in
Truth or Consequences, New
Mexico, and, after a move to
Ca liforn ia, taug ht in the
Pasadena and Riverside Unified
School Districts. In 1978, he
Narciso Cardona
became
coord ina tor
of
Director of Youth Services
bilin g u a l/mu l ti c u I tural
San Bernardino City Schools
edu catio n · for t he Juru pa
The Board of Education of
Un ified School District th en
the San Bern ardi no C ity
moved on to San Bernardino as ;
Unified School Distric t has
an elementary vice principal in
named Narciso Cardona to head
I 98 1. In 1983, he became
the ir
Yout h
Services
principal of Barton Elementary
Department, rep lac ing Dr.
School and has also handled
Clarence Goodwin who retired
this assignment at Marshall and
rece ntly. Mr. Cardona was
Roosevelt Elementary Schools.
pri_nc ipa l of Ly tle Creek

Even without wheels, this seat
will take a community further than
any car could ever go.

It's a given. M ost of us know that with education and hard work, you can do just about
anything. But it takes a little more than just
providing a classroom for our kids to do w ell.
It takes nurturing and an understanding of
how to succeed in our society. We believe
that's why H istorically Black Colleges and
Universities graduate more black children
into a productive work force than any other
major university. HBCUs fill our communities
with brilliant black professionals, graduating
over 40% of the nation 's black doctors and
dentists, 50% of black lawyers, and 75% of
black PhDs. That's w hy Nissan supports
HBCUs by sponsoring the N issan-H BCU
Summer Institute to h elp enrich and
develop HBCU faculty. W ith this support,
black institutions have better aids and
tools to empower and inspire our children
for our community an d ou r futu re.
N issan is dedicated to taking people places.

··',,

Nissan Motor Corporation U. S.A.
©1996 Nissan

'---- -- - - - - -- ----'---- - - -
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:Carib News to Hold Historic Summit in Jamaica
New York, August, 1996 -The first annual Carib News
Business Conference will take
place from October 17 - 20,
.1996 at the beautiful Braco
•
'Village Resort, located one hour
east of Montego Bay on
Jamaica's spectacular North
Coast . The theme of the
Conference is"lnvesting Your
.'Capital in the Caribbean -- a
.Vital Marketplace of Growth for
African, Caribbean and African
.American Business".
The Conference, which is
expected to draw over 300 small
business owners from the
.United States, Canada and
Europe, is the first transatlantic

summit organized to provide
African, Caribbean and African
American small business
owners with helpful information
on doing business in the
Caribbean.
The primary objective of
this Conference is to assist
African-American, African and
Caribbean business owners in
finding ways to market their
goods and services to the
Jamaican business community.
With a 38% annual increase,
these owners represent the
fastest growing multi-cultural
segment in the U.S., and
constitute a $300 billion market
within the United States alone.

An exciting program of
events has been prepared for
this unique Conference. A team
from JAMPRO, the Jamaican
government's agency for
economic development and
investment, headed by Mrs.
Patricia Francis, President of
JAMPRO, will conduct special
seminars
on current investment
I
opportunities in Jamaica in the
following sectors: Tourism,
Investment and Banking,
Telecommunications,
Manufacturing and Apparel,
Agri-business, Entertainment
and Culture.
Special Guest Speaker at the
Conference will be the former

Mayor of New York City, Mr.
David Dinkins. Other speakers
for the event include Sustainable
Development Officer and
United Nations Secretariat Neil
Pierre, who will discuss the
economic climate of Jamaica;
Professor Gloria Hartley of the
New York Fashion Institute of
Technology, will speak on
international trade opportunities;
and Maxwell Wynters, President
of Jamaica DigiPort, who will
discuss new telecommunications
technology for small businesses.
Additional activities include
a golf and tennis tournament,
and a gala dinner dance and
awards presentation on the final

night. The Rt. Hon. P.J.
Patterson, Prime Minister of
Jamaica, will be the keynote
speaker at the gala dinner.
Special land packages have
been created to facilitate
delegates wishing to attend the
Conference. The package price
of $555 per person, based on
double occupancy, includes 3
nights/4 days all-inclusive
accommodations at Braco
Village; airport transfers ; all
meals, drinks , land and
watersports ; all hotel taxes and
gratuities;
conference
registration and all related
materials. A single supplement
is also available at a cost of an

additional $80 per night.
Conference reservations and air
travel may be booked through
Accent Travel at (212) 9442069,
reference Carib News.
Sponsors of the Carib News
Business Conference Golf and
Tennis Tournament are: Carib
News, Air Jamaica, American
Airlines, Western Union, the
Jamaica Tourist Board, IBM, the
Jamaica Digiport and WLIBAM. The Jamaica Tourist Board
and JAMPRO are assisting
Kamara International Associates
with the organization of the
Conference.

an Francisco's Fine Dining Scene Whets Visitors' Appetites with Special Offers
.:·' SSAN
FRANCISCO--Move enjoy fine cuisine.
Barbara Cutler, general manager, IN-SF (1-888-3463467), Visa Box 429097, San Francisco, CA April 30, 1997, · provided
•

: over cable cars. Step aside
"We're glad to see so many Dante's Seafood Grill and cardholders can register to 94142-9097. A newsletter and paymentis made with their Visa
: Golden Gate Bridge. Fine dining visitors taking advantage of our California Wine Bar at PIER 39. become a "Preferred Diner." indentification card will arrive in and they carry a "Preferred
: is taking its place among San two-for-one offer. We're giving
HOW TO SIGN UP
International visitors must · the mail soon after. Once in The Dining" identification card.
: Francisco's favorite tourist them great food with a beautifu 1
By dialing a toll free number register by fax 415/362-7323 or City, diners can enjoy one of the
: attractions.
view--and what a deal," said within the U.S., 1-888-DINE- mail "Preferred Dining," P.O. following offers valid through
•
The
San
Francisco
: Convention & Visitors Bureau
· "(SFCVB) is luring food lovers to
. ,T he City with special culinary
:_events and a value-added Jining
promotion program offering
signature dishes, complimentary
desserts or appetizers, priority
table reservations and dining
discounts to Visa cardholders at
: more than 150 of the City's
, restaurants.
:
A key element of "Preferred
: Dining in San Francisco with
' Visa," is an exclusive newsletter
: that lists upcoming restaurant
, special events such as gourmet
' dinners, winemaker dinners and
: cigar nights, as we ll as new
, restaurant openings, festivals
, with food, and a detailed
: description of each restaurant
: and its special offer to
: participants. (See enclosed
: newsletter.)
Besides restaurants, United
Airlines and Avis Rent A Car
recently joined the program.
United Airlines will give
"Preferred Diners" five percent
SM
off their lowest available fare
within the United States. Avis
Rent A Car offers a choice of
three options: a free single car
upgrade, $15 offa weekly rental,
or a free third day on a weekend
rental.
Take OffFor The Weekend And Return Monday Or Tuesday For
"Preferred Diners" will do
Substantia[Savi,ngs With These Low Fa,res On Nonstop Flights From~
more than save money--in some
restaurants they will be
Break~,vay Fares For \X1eekend Savings. Travel No,v Through 12 17 , 96. ·
considered so special that they
:will receive priority table
Depart after 12 noon Saturday
Depart anytime Saturday and return
Depart anytime Friday
:reservations during peak dining
and return anytime the
and return anytime the
anytime the following Monday or Tuesday.
following Monday or Tuesday.
periods.
following Monday or Tuesday.
Departures before 12 noon will be
"Even our most elite
an additional $30.
'
:restaurants ,
who
never
~articipate in promotional
programs, are celebrating The
:City's success as a food mecca
by participating in this
Round Trip
program," said Brian Baker, vice
Round Trip
Round Trip
rresident, marketing, SFCVB.
Bakersfieldt
Palm Spring5t
'. 'Without having to drop any
·'
)lames--other than 'I'm a
~t
SanDiegot
Preferred Diner'--visitors can
Fresnot
San Luis Obispot
make priority table reservations.
:J'hey will not only get a fine
Montereyt
Santa Barbarat
!lleal, but the very best dining
experience possible."
It may sound too good to be true. But it's not; With ~erican's BreakAAway fares, you can take off on a long weekend and enjoy substantial savings for
Among the restaurants
U.S. _travel _through December 17, 1996. Here s how it works. For travel from LAX to Boston, Maui, Newark, New York JFK or Washington, D.C., depart
offering a particular specialty or
anytime Fnday and retur~ anytime the following Monday or Tuesday. For all other travel, depart Saturday and return the following Monday or Tuesday.
signature dinner is Lolli's
With all BreakMway fares, Just purch'.'5e your ti~ket_at least th~ee days in advance. And, as always, ~dvantage® travel awards program members can earn
full mileage credit wtth every flight. But seats are limited. So make your reservations today.
Castagnola on Fisherman's
Wharf. Consider the pedigree of
For more info~mation, ~ your 'fravel Agent gr American at 1-800-433-7300. Or, to plan and purchase your American or American Eagle
tickets on-line, use one of our ~ccess™ software products or visit our web site at http://www.americanair.com
this classic San Francisco meal:
Consulte a su agente de viajes o flame gratis a American Airlines al 1-800-633-3711 en espanol.
crab and shrimp cakes;
home made cioppino of fresh
Dungeness crab, large prawns,
manila clams and fresh
Monterey calamari; and for
dessert, it's San Francisco
sourdough breadpudding with
raisins.
RESFRJCTJONS: •Fares are for round-trip nonstop Economy Class travel and are nonrefundable Reservations must be d I
hr cta
·
d
d ·k
F Or tho Se watching their making reservations, whichever comes fm;c, but no laterthan midnight 12/10,.96. Fares are valid for travel ch rough 12/~a;J ~:Spct ~lac~out~~oor;ol l/2epa9rltlu/3reo, anl2/2tJc edts12mi/96s1beFopurchasedl allost
lease thMaree _daNys poork
· r co departure or within 24 hours of
depart Friday and ret
th i II · M da
'Ii esda Fo all th
,
,
an
u
.
r crave to
ton, ur, ewa New York JFK or Washington D C
budgets, the two-for-one and 20 ' are subiPt-c to changeu!:ltho:t ~iti7;gUp~~ si2apert roundy tn·pr i·n loocalera ~el1,chdepart sacurdabey anlld retdum thdedfollowinghModnday _o r Tuesday. To depart before _12 noon, add $30 co che Jl98 fare. Seats are limited. F~ may not be available on all flights-~d
. ,-·
irpor arges may co ec1e ma 1t1on to t ea verused pnce Changes to your 11cke1 may be made prior co d art
if
SSO
· h
d
th
· ·
percent off discounts are a great arnarksppbcab8l~~.~-e ne~ fare. ~cellacion/change pe_nalcies,apply. Other restrictions_may apply A portion of or all travel may be on American fugle, American's regional airline associate. Ameri~ Ai~;ies ~i~ Eagl:=~etag~ !eet ist~tncdetions
=way IS a selVICe mark, and AAccess is a trademark, of Amencan Airlines Inc American reserves the right to change AAd ta
I
la ·
I
ds d
•
'
•
.
.
reg
tra ·
way for v1s1tors to splurge and program with six months notice. AAdvantage travel awards, mileage accrual and speci~ offers subject co government regulations. tSe~ce te
i~:j:~~et~v~~tJegi: 1: . =.offers at any tllTle without notJce, and to end the AAdvantage
1

I
I

$88*

$298*
$198*
Chicago

Dallas;Fort Worth

Boston
Maui, Ill+
Newark
NewYork)FK
Washington, D.C.

AmericanAirlines® Americantafe

•

•
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O'§ 10th

C OSB-Visual Arts Center,

Museum Open . The public is
invited to a rree, noontime ribbon
cutting ceremony that will celebrate fhe opening of the $16 million classroom building and its
privately funded museum. For
mformat1on 909/880-7043.

Red Lion Inn,Ontario,"For Singles Only"-Non-Membership
clance parties Fridays & Sundays.
Please call 909/825-5815
For Wsomen Only - Cancer

Screening Clinic at the Chino
Health Center. For further information or an appointment call
909/391-7530
Oc~

!( & 12th

7tnnual Watts 3rd World
Arts Festival - Featuring Open

House & Artists Reception, 79pm and the parade on the 12th!
10am. For information cal
213/242-6900 x225,226,227.

~ct v-13,1~-JO 2~2713/st
ixlags right esteaturing
live entertainment, ghosts, goblins, mazes and l!lenty of spooky
special effects. For mformation
call 805/255-4100.
~t JJ-14th

at & )aizl'. Productions and
Lynn Allen Jeter & Assoc 1st

Annual Puerto Vallarta Fall Jam
" World's Biggest Bar-B-Oue"
including two concerts, celeority
Golf & Basketball Tournament,
and more. For information call
213/930-2366
Oct 11th

Lefi'slative Black Caucus Annu-

al earing Focuses on Defeating
Anti-Affirmative Action Initiative. Titled "Decision '96" The
Future of Affirmative Action in
California," the hearing will be
held from I :00-4:00pm, at the
Holiday Inn Capitol Pfaza, 300 J.
Street, downtown Sacramento.
Free of Charge. For information
call 916/733-213 I.

The Riverisde Civic Light
Opera opens its fourteenth season with Swinging Peter Pan to
premiere in Rt verside- at the
Riverside Landi ' s Theatre. For
further information call 909/2228100.

Justice for Rollins Rummage
Sale and Barbeque at Low ell
Park, 4th & P Street. For information call 909/872-4843 or 8610287

Mark Chestnutt, star of hits like

Thursday, October 1O, 1996

"Bubba Shot The Jukebox ," performing at the Midnight Rodeo in
San Bernardino. Ticlcets available
at all Ticketmaster outlets and at
the rodeo.

STREET opens at 8:00 Q_.m. For

£et 12th

Science Pen-Pal Program that
pairs children in grades 4-9 with
scientists. For more information
call 800/729-3300

tickets call 619/ 340- ARTS, or
619/ 220-TIXS.

Betealine
~5th for applications for the

evio Bemis Elementary School

& Dr. John H. Milor High
School - will be participating m
NetDay' 96. Classrooms and the
library will be wired on to the
internet at each site. For information call Art Perez at 909/8207700 X 273.

Dean Witter-"Financial Independence for Today' s Woman" This special event will take Q_lace
at Mario' s Place,1Riverside from
5:30-7 pm. For rurther information please call 909/784-8383

Rainbow Performing Arts

GroupSchool for Performmg Arts
Opens in Moreno Valley. Located
at 22484 Alessandro Bl., Moreno
Valley. For information or to register call 653-7400

get 16th

al Poly - Workshop, "How To
Do Business On The Internet."
This workshop will be held from
9-5pm at the Kellogg West Conference Center, 3801 W. Temple
Ave .,Pomona. For reservations
call 909/869-3006.

Dr. Howard D. Inghram Elementary School is tiaving a Fall
Festival. This event wfll take
place at 1695 W. 19th Street, San
Bernardino. For information call
909/880-6633

17ectober Means Dining

~t
id-

Magic At Indian Wells Resorts.

New menus, extended hours and
the start of seasonal entertainment. For further information call
800/552-4386.

Oct !~th

Theerris Singers - in an A' cappe 11 a Concert featuring special

guest "Praise"at the Pems Church
of Christ, 279 "D" Street, Perris,
2:30pm. Tickets available at the
Berean
Christian
Book
Stores(3396 Tyler, 1330 E. Washington)

Emmy Award-Winning Actor
Jimmy Smits to Host Inland

Empire Hispanic Concert" El
Futuro De Nuestros Ninos" ("Our
Children ' s Future"). The event
will take place at the EPICENTER in Rancho Cucamon_ga. The
Health fair(Loma Linda University Children' s Hospital)begins. at
fl :30am, and the concert begms
at I pm. Tickets are availabfe at
Ticketmaster.
-

The Barn Folk "Bluegrass con-

cert"--The Nashville Bluegrass
Band, Grammy Award winners.
The concert will take place at The
Barn at UCR. For reservations
caIJ 909n87-4331.

Celebrates Its 10th Annual Black
Business Days Awards Luncheon,
at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, 711
So. Hope Street, Downtown,L.A.
For tickets and information c all
213/469-8680

A special episode of the critically acclaimed new drama series "7th
Heaven" which explores the personal traumatic toll a church burning
exacts on two families, will air Monday, October 14 (8:00-9:00 PM,
ET/PT) on the WB Television Network. In the episode, Rev. Eric
Camden (Stephen Collins) comes to the aid of his close friend and
fellow seminary student Rev. Morgan Ha.m ilton (guest star Dorian
Harewood), when his church is burned to the ground and his family's
safety is threatened. When the Hamiltons move in with the Camdens,
both families come to realize the traumatic aftermath that such a hate
crime can have on them personally as well as professionally. Even
the children of both famili8es learn the meaning of racism first-hand.

5273.

Riverside Municipal Museum-

African Ameri can F amily Folk
Art Festival in Conjunction with
~ e cial Exhibi t Westward To
Canaan; African American Heritage In Riverside. For information call 909/782-5273.
~ Cl

African American Festival Features Family Fun-Jazz Greal

Oscar Brown, Jr. Headlines the
event at the Municipal Museum,
3580 Mission Inn Ave., Riverside.
For information call 909/782-

The Association of Black
Women Physician's - Celebrates
its 15th Annual Charity and
Scholarship Benefit Dinner. This
event will be held at The Beverly
Hills Hotel. For further information contact Lagrant Communications at 2 l 3/469-8680

Cal Poly Black Faculty & Staff
Association- 1996 Family Celebration Picnic-All ages welcome!
from 10-6pm on tbe Cal Poly
University Athletic Field. Admission is free

Akosua Busia, author and

actress, will hold a booksigning at
Barnes & Noble Bookstore in
Montc lair at 3pm. For further
information call 909/621-5553.

Society

of

Military

Widows,Riverside County Chapter 13-Birthday_Luncheon Buffet
at 8 :30am at Hap Arnold Club,·
March Field. For reservations call
688-847/3660 or 6043.

The National Council of Negro
The Black Business Association · Women, Inc Presents it ' s 17th

Sixth CHOC/Disneyland Comm unitr. Walk- Walkers of all

ages will take a SK stroll around
So. Coast Plaza to benefit Children 's Hospital of Orange County
at 8:30 am. For additional information call 714/289-4000

at Mead Valley Community Center in Perris. For further information call Alma at 909/657-0686 or
943-4460.

14th

uditions for Crazy For You in
River side 7pm in River side ' s
Landi s Audition . For further
infonnation call Ccarborougfh at
(909) 222-8427.

Mt. San Antonio - Three-hour

Press Release Workshop at 5:00
pm . For further information call
909/629-2247

The City of Riverside is launch!!l_g a program, " Moving From
Words To Action," designed to
gain community participation in
its efforts to improve race relations. For information call 3583107

f?gj~-I 51i.nd

Meet Those
Dandn' Feet" at The McCallum(Palm
Desert).
42ND

Mt. San Antonio - Free t wo-

hour Workshop on Financing a
Small Business . The workstiop
begins at noon. For information
can 909/629-247
Oct 18th

Annual UCR Regional Economic Forecasting Conference at the

Riverside Convention Cente r.
Conference begins at 7 : 30 am.
RSVP by Oct. l 0th
at 909/787-4592.

Annual Beth~ne R~cognition
Luncheon , 11.30 - 2.30 P.M. at
the Industry Hills Sheraton Hotel~
One lndustr:y_ Hills Pkwy. City or
Industry. For reservations or
infonnauon call 657-2502 or 4237756 or 360-5454.

Name a Local Street At The

Auction Set To Support American
Cancer Society Programs at their
annual "dinner Dance Auction,"
at the Red Lion Hotel in Ontario.
For information call 909/3207 142
Oct 20th

HEALTH FAIR '96 -FREE!

Writing Proposal Worlcshop KUniversit)' level. The conference
will be held in the Music Room 6
and it begins at 9:00am. For further information call 6 l 9/2454271 ,ext. 225 .

Church and Community. There
will be health screenings, health
information, video presentations,
counseling with health care professionals. The fair will take place
from 9:00 - 2:00 pm at Kansas
SDA Church, Saulter Hall, 4491
Kan sas, Riverside. For further
information call Charlie J. Morgan at (909) 799-9226.

Oct 19th

Oct 21st

Victor Valley College-Grant

Riverside Community Hospital DCA Offers Workshps

Foundation To Sponsor 1996
Fall Gala at the Hospital campus.
Scheduled from 3:30 - 8:301)m.
For reservations c all 909/7883471

Health & Craft Fair-from 9-3pm

t_o Hep
Clients Access Programs from CJ11 am and l - 3pm at 3600 Lime
St,1 Ste #714 , in Riverside . For
inrormation call 909/341-8808

' ,.' '
I

t..-
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The Mechanics of Clean Air
The mechanics of clean air are really quite simple. Cars
are the single biggest cause of California' s dirty ai r. Help
clean the air by getting a tune up, changing the oil , and
keeping your tires properly inflated.

Whether you do it yourself or you go to a pro, you can help
clean the air by maintaining your car. Do your part. A car in
top shape runs cleaner, po1lutes less and will save you money.
Be a part of the pollution solution. Clean air is everyone's job.

Change The Oil And Tune It Up.
California Department of Consumer Affairs/ Bureau of Automotive Repair
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statement on me In my otnce.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,

CLASSIFIEDS

SECRETARY II
$1591-$2037/mo
8 hour-11 Month Position
Oeadllne:10/14196 • 4:30
Wrltterv'Typlng (60wpm)
Tests:10/15/96 • 3:00

ATTENDANCE
TECHNICIAN
$14n - $1891/mo
8 hour - 1O Month Position
Deadline: 10/15/96 - 4:30
Writterv'Typlng (45 wpm)
Tests:10/17/96 - 3:00

INSTRUCTIONAL
AIDE
$7.08 - $9.04/hr
6 hour • 10 Month Position
Deadline: 10/18196 - 4:30
Written tests: 10/22/96 - 3:00
Excellent Benefit Package

,
•

Apply At: Personnel Office •
943-8369#100 or 109
Perris UHSD
1151 N.ASt.
Perris, CA 92570
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTIINmEs

Plan Check Engineer

.

Salary: $3,152 - $3,832/mo
Req. four year deg. in civil,
mechanical, or structural
eng.,
architecture, or
closely re. field, three yrs
exp in building structural
design and/or structural
plan checking; State of Calif
reg. as a Civil Engineer;
poss. of a valid CDL.
Deadline:5:00p.m.,
Thursday, October 24, 1996.
City of Colton Personnel
Dept., 650 N. La Cadena
Drive, Colton, 92324.
(909) 370-5062. AA/EOE
EDUCATION COORDINATOR:
B.A. degree in ECE, valid CA
Children 's Center Permit and
CA Children ' s Supervisory
Permit, one or more years of
experience.
tt.EAJ.Itt
COORDINATOR: Accredited
nursing school graduate, valid
CA Registered Nurse license or
Public Health Nurse. Two years
experlenceof nursing admln.
stratlon or supervision. LVN's
will be considered. (909) 682·
9808. EOE
MISCELLANEOUS

" BEST KEPT SECRET ON WALL
STREET" Buy Stock without a
Stock Broker. For complete
Information, send $14.95 + 2.00
(s&h) money order to: ADONI
Economic Enterprises, Inc.
P.O.Box 1527, New York, N.Y.
10274-1527

LEGALS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are)dolng business as:
Shanghai Restaurant
10359 Magnolia
Riverside, CA 92505
Ya Ching Burton
6240 Academy Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
Kuo Chjlng Turpentine
323 s. LaFayette Pk Place
LA, CA 90G57
This busln:?S'l is conducted by
a General Partnership
Reg istrant has not yet
commenced to
transact
business under the fictitious
business name or names listed
herein.
s/ Ya Ching Burton
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
thi s s tate of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County
on September 11, 1996
I hereby certify that this cop~· is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
' FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE N0.966273
p.9126,10/3,10/10,10/17
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are)dolng business as:
Addis Janitorial Service
3664 Market St.
Riverside, CA ,92501
PO ~,w!.!ill, 4

Riverside, CA 92517
Samlr Omar Said
11750 Mt. Vernon #FF20
Grand Terrace, CA 92313
This business Is conducted by
Individual
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious bu siness name or
names listed above on 1/96.
s/Samlr Omar Said
The fill ng of this statement does
not of ltaelf authorize the use In
thi s st at e of • fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement flied with the County
on September 26, 1996
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original

\'

County Clerk
FILE N0.966707
p.10/3,10/10,10/17,10/24
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) is
(are)dolng business as:
Jessica Nursery
8705 58th St.
Riverside, CA 92509
Jose Flores
8705 58th St.
Riverside, CA 92509
Eloy Flores
9540 Hastings Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
This business Is conducted by
Co-Partners
Registrant has not yet
commenced to
transact
business under the fictitious
business name or names listed
herein.
s/Joee Flores
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code}
Statement filed with the County
on Oc.t 1, 1996
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of Iha original
statement on file In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE N0.966807
p.1013,10/10,10/17,10/24
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following personis) Is
(are)dolng business as:

fictltiou_s business name or
names listed above on
s/ Alta Beneg11
The filing of thla statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement flied with the County
on October 9, 1996
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE N0.967004
p.10/10,10/17,10/24,10/31
STATEMENT

':

OF

ABANDONMENT OF USE OF A
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME

The fictitious business name
referrad to above was filed In
Riverside County on Aug 14,
1996
Beverly Janssen
407 Virginia Dr.
San Jacinto
This business was conducted
by Individual
s/Beverly J. Janssen
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk of Riverside
County on Oct 9, 1996.
p.10/10,10/17,10/24,10/31
SUPERIOR
COURT
OF
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE RE
CHANGE OF NAME

Services

John Edward Wallace
24827 Femdell St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business Is conducted by
an Individual
Registrant has not yet
commenced to
transact
business under the fictitious
business name or names listed

In re the Change of Name of
Randy Toney
Petitioner, Randy Toney, has
filed a petition with the Clerk of
this court for an order changing
petitioner's name from Randy
Toney to Aklnlana Ofonedu
Osonduagwulke.

rr IS ORDERED that all persons
Interested In the above • entitled
matter appear before this court
' 10-23-96 at 8:30A.M . In
not of Itself authorize the use In
Department Law & Motion,
this state · of a fictitious
located at 0/6 and show cause,
business name In violation of
If any, why the petition for
the rights of another under
change of name should not be
federal, state, or common law
granted.
(sec.14400 et.aeq.b & p coda)
Statement filed with the County
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a
on October 03, 1996
I hereby certify that this copy is copy of this order to show
a correct copy of the original cause be published In Black
Voice a newspaper of general
statement on file In my office.
circulation
published
In
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
Riverside County, California,
County Clark
one a week for four successive
FILE N0.966870
weeks prior to the date set for
p.10/10,10/17,10/24,10/31
hearing on the petition.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME Dated: Sep. 12, 111116
Charles J. Field
STATEMENT
The following person(•) Is Judge of the Superior Court
Case Number 286037
(are)dolng buslneH as:
p.9126,1013,10/1o,10117
Vin's Fashion
NOTICE OF WAREHOUSE LIEN
12190 Perris Blvd. Unit M
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
SALE
herein.

s/ John Edward Wallace
The filing of this statement does

Arcelia Vargas Vivar
24801 Valley Ranch Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business Is conducted by
a Individuals-Husband and Wife
Registrant has not yet
commenced to
transact
business under the fictitious
business name or names listed
herein.
s/ Arcella Vargas Vivar
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & pcode)
Statement flied with the County
on September 12, 1996
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE N0.966339
p.10/10,10/17,10/24,10/31
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are)doing business as:
RB Associates
512 Athens Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Rita Banegas
512AthensStreet
Riverside, CA 92507
This business Is conducted by
a Individual
Regi strant commenced to
transact business under the

NOTE: The creditor claiming
this lien will make a minimum
opening credit bid of at least
$2,892.61 ,
Dated September 30, 1996

LUCHS & MIHELICH, INC.
Michael W. Mihelich
Attorneys for Rancho Riverside
Mobile Country Club
p.10/3,10/10
Notice of Application To Sell
Alcoholic Beverages
The Name(s) of the Appllcant(s)
ls/are:
Sadak Alfonse
Sadek Elham
Sadek Foud
Sadek Hanan

The following person(s) has
(have) abandoned the use of the
flcltlous business name
As U Need Staffing Services at
4364 Hale St. Riverside, CA
92501

Precision Tax: Accounting
24627 Femdell St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

No.: CAL241931; Length: 624;
Width: 168.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
the property described below
will be sold as is at public sale
on October 23, 1996 at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., at Space 20,
Rancho Riverside, California In
order to satisfy the lien claimed
by the owner of the above
mentioned mobilehome perk for
storage and other related
charges incurred by RICHARD
A. OIPEAAI and JACQUELINE A.
DIPEAAI. Rancho Riverside
Mobile Country Club reserves
Its rights to require the removal
of the mobllehome upon sale. In
the event that the right to
require the removal of the unit
Is not exercised, prospective
purchasers who wish to reside
In the unit on-site are cautioned
to be familiar with California
Civil Code section 798.74 which
gives the park certain rights of
prior approval of Its residents.
Prospective purchasers must
tender a cashier's check for the
full amount of the purchase
immediately at the conclusion
of the sale. Except for the
warranty that this sale Is
authorized by law, absolutely no
warranties of sale are made.
The park reserves the right to
postpone and reschedule the
sale without further notice.
A description of the property to
be soldla:

One (1) 1982 Skyline single
family mobilehome; California
HCD Decal No.: LAN8241 : Serial
No.: 01710179S; Label/Insignia

The applicants liated above are
applying to the Department of
Alcohollc Beverage Control to
sell alcoholic beverages at:
5225 Canyon Crest Dr 9
Riverside, CA 92501
For the following type of
License:
~ ON-SALE GENERAL EA.II.NG.
~

RIVERSIDE District Office
3737 Main St. Ste 900
Riverside CA 92501
(909) 782-4400
p.10/10
PAUL D. WILSON,INC is
requesting
M/W/DVBE
subcontractors for Cal State
Univ., San Bernardino Faculty
Office
Building/Structural
Repairs O 2nd Floor & Roof
Slab #W967026. Bid Date: 10-2896 Monday, Bid nme: 1o:oo AM,
Job Walk: 10-17-96 @ 10:00 AM,
Plans available O 16689 Foothill
Blvd. #103, Fontana, CA (909)
355-6987 Fax (909) 355-4350 or
San Bernardino Dodge Room.
p.10/10
SLATER INC. is seeking
M/W/OVBE certified fencing ,
asphalt, rebar, and structural
steel subcontractors to assist In
the Chris Basin Outlet works
project In the Ontario area. Thia
is a San Bernardino County
Flood Control District project
and bids on 10/24/96 at 10:00
am . Contact Larry Horak 11
P.0.Box 759, Font ana , CA
92334, Phone #(909) 822-6800
Fax #(909) 822-7647
p.10/10
LIEN SALE NOTICE
Date of s111: 10-23-96,~
~ : 10:00 a.m.. Pllct or Slit·
11218 Doverwood St.,Alverslde ,
CA 92505 VEH : 1977 Merz,
112!10704412040278,
.LJ.C!
2JFN698 CALIF
p.10/10
"Sub Bids Requested From
MBE/WBEJOBE
Business
Enterprises for Participation In
the following Project:
Inlet/Outlet Tower • Eastside
Reservoir Project, Spec. No.
1343
Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California
Bid Date Is November 19, 1996
2:00 pm
We are particularly Interested In
the following bid Items:
DEMOLITION ;
BLASTING;
DRILLING & GROUTING; ROCK
ANCHORS ; POST TENSION
MULTI-STRAND TENDONS;
ASPHALT
CONCRETE
PAVEMENT; PARKING AREA
RELATED ITEMS; MANHOLES;
CHAIN LIND FENCE & GATES;
MOTOR OPERATED SECURITY
GATE ;
CONCRETE;
REINFORCING
STEEL;
MASONRY; METALS; JOINT
SEALANTS;
DOORS
&
WINDOWS; GLAZING ; FIELD•
APPLIED MORTAR LINING;
PAINTING: LOUVERS & VENTS;
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT
GAGE;
FISHSCREENS
&
FISHSCREEN
HOISTS;
EMERGENCY
GATE;
BULKHEADS: STRUCTURAL
INSTRUMENTATION; CATHODIC
PROTECTION
SYSTEM;
ELEVATOR; GANTRY CRANE;
PUMPS; DEHUMIDIFIER: FANS:
DUCTWORK & ACCESSORIES;
HVAC
SYSTEMS;
INSmUMENTATION.
Advanco will require all
successful subcontractors to
submit a faithful performance
bond and a payment bond each
In the amount of 100% of their
subcontract price. However,
Advanco will pay 1% for
Subcontractor's Performance
any Payment bonding costs and
will assist In obtaining bonding,
credit and insurance, If

Thursday, October 10, 1996

Advanco Constructors, Div. of
Zuru Constructors,lnc.
An
Equal
Employment
Opportunity-Affirmative Action
Employer
P.O.Box 1210, Upland, CA
91785
Telephone 909/982-8803 Fax
909/982-9716
Advanco intends to seriously
negotiate
with
qualified
MBE/wBE firms for project
participation. For additional
Information please contact
DENA MC SHERRY at the
number above. Plans and
specifications are available
from the Metropolitan Water
District of So. Calif., 350 So.
Grand Ave. , 4th Floor, Los
Angeles, CA 90071 (213) 217•
6515, and for viewing at Dodge
News plan Rms, & at Advanco's
Upland office, 1500 W. 9th St.,
Upland, CA 91786"
p.10/10
"Sub Bids Requested From
MBE/WBE/OBE
Business
Enterprises for Participation In
the following Project:
lnlet/Outlitl Tower • Eastsi de
Reservoir Project, Spec. No.
1343
Inland Feeder Mentone Plpellne
Station 1019+00 to Station
1053+00
Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California
Bid Date is November 4, 1996
2:00 pm
We are particularly Interested in
the following bid Items:
TRAFFIC
CONTAOLS;DEWATERING;CUA
BS; GUTTERS & SIDEWALKS;
ASPHALT
CONCRETE
PAVE MEN~
PAVEMENT
MARKING;
CHAIN
LIND
FENCE&
GATES;
IRON
FENCING;
CONCRETE ;
REINFORCING
STEEL;
PNEUMATICALLY
PLACE
CONCRETE;
MASONRY;
MISCELLANEOUS METALS ;
JOINT SEALANTS; PAINTING.
Advanco will require all
successful subcontractors to
submit a faithful performance
bond and a payment bond each
In the amount of 100% of their
s ubcontract pri ce . However,
Advanco wlfl pay 1% f or
Subcontractor's Performance
any Payment bonding costs and
will assist In obtaining bonding,
c r edi t and i nsurance, If
necessary.

RFQ 1906
RFQ 1907

File Server
Non.
High Speed Data Center Lastr None
Printer

11-05-96 2:00 p.m.
11-05-96 2:00 p,m.

Leticia De La O !llllllj 396-2062
Leticia De La o 111111 396-2062

A copy of the quotation, may be obtained throu~ the internet

http://WWW.aqmd.9ov/rfp/rfp.html
For a copy of the RFQ's or questions telephone the contact person.

L,.._

SouNo OF Music

No bid will be accepted from a
Contractor who Is not licensed
In accordance with provision of
Chapter 9, Division 3, of the
Business and Professions Code
of the State of California on the
date and at the
t i me of
submittal of the Bidder' s
Proposal. Contractor shall have
I valld ClaH ' A' Contractor•
License or a combination of
specialty Cius ' C' licensee
sufficient to cover all of the
work to be performed by
him/her.

THE

IBERIAN SOCIAL JUSTICE FOUNDATION,

a private, nonprofit organization dedicated
to restoring a just and stable society in Liberia,
and to improving the quality of life for all Liberians
abroad and at home. The Liberian Social Justice
Foundation focuses on rebuilding Liberian
development through public education and
promotional outreach. For more information,
please write to: LIBERIAN SOCIAL JUSTICE
FOUNDATION, INC., P.O.BOX 31438, CINCINNATI,
OHIO 45231. TEL:(513) 931-1872 FAX:(513) 931INC.,is

1873

SECURITY SYSTEM
DON'T YOU THINK rrs TIME YOU GOT
ONE??1
LET WATCH LIGHT PROTECT YOUR
HOME OR BUSINESS WITH OUR U!IIITED
T IME OFFER.
$0DOWN

$0 INSTALLATION
$0 EQUIPMENT COST
MONITORING ACnEEMENi REQUIRED
2 YEARS FOR HOI.IE • 3 YEARS FOR
BIJSINESS
THE WATCHUGHT CO.
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
PROTECTION ONE
9355 CHAPMAN SUITE '203
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92641

ALARM UC. 2909

....

I

-- ,,,..,....Cli1Q

CALL NOW!! (800) 406-5901

The Black Voice News Recognizes
CLERGY APPRECIATION MONTH

Subscribe and Advertise in the
Black Voice News
(909) 682-6070

UNSE1TLED ABOUT THE ELECTION?
Here's a short-term commitment
with a high rate!

,,

..............................- - ,

Project No. 9-395

A Payment Bond and a
Performance Bond, each In an

confarance

A

WATERLINE IMPROVEMENTS
FOR AMBASSADOR AVENUE
CONSUL AVE., DIPLOMAT AVE.,
AND BEDFORD MOTORWAY

Mildred Brown, Purchasing Manager
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _..,;.._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
p.10/10,10/17

Notice Is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the South Coast Air Quality Management
District , 21865 E. Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 for the following:
lilsl!IIU

J

Formal Project No, 9-395

The AQMD hereby notifies all bidders In regard to this advertisement, that minority business
enterprises will be afforded futl opportunity to bid responses to this Invitation. Moreover, the AQMD will
not discriminate against bidders on the basis of r ace, color, religion, sex, marital status, national origin,
age, veterans status or handicap. The AQMD also encourages joint ventures and subcontracting with
'. MBE/WBE/DVBEs.

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR QUOTATION

T

·contract Documents, Including
plans and Special Provisions,
but not Including the Standard
plans or Standard Specifications, may be obtained from the
Public Works Department, City
Hall, 815 W. Sixth Street, Corona, California, 91720, (909) 7362259, for a non-refundable fee
of $25.00 or will be malled upon
Advanco intends to seriously receiving a $35.00 check.
negotiate
w ith
qualifi ed
MBE/WBE firms for project par• The City reserves the right to
tlcipation . For additional Infor- reject any and all bids, to waive
mati on please contact DENA any Irregularity or Informality In
MC SHERRY at the number any bid to the extent permitted
above. Plans and specifications by law, or to award the contract
are available from the Metropoll• to other than the lowest bidder.
tan Water District of So. Calif., Bidders may not withdraw their
350 So. Grand Ave., 4th Floor, bids for sixty (60) days after the
Los Angeles , CA 90071 (213) bid opening.
217-6515, and for viewing at
Dodge News plan Ams, & at For technical i nf ormation
Advanco's Upland office, 1500 r elating to the details of th e
proposed project and/or bidding
w. 9th St., Upland, CA 91786"
requirements, please contact
p.10/10
Paul Watkins, the Pr oject
Engineer, at (909) 279-3664.
NOTICE INVmNG BIDS
FOR THE
DIEDRE' LINGELFELTER,
CITY CORONA
City clerk of the City of Corona,
WATERLINE IMPROVEMENTS California
FOR AMBASSADOR AVENUE Dated October 3, 1996
CONSUL AVE ., DIPLOMATE p.10110
AVE .,
AND
BEDFORD
MOTORWAY

No bid wlll be accepted unless It
Is m ade on the Bidder's
Proposal form furnished by the
Owner. Each bid must be
accomp anied by cash o r a
certified cashier' s check, or
Bidder's Bond on tha bond form
provided by the owner, payable
to th e City of Corona, In an
amount equal to 1O percent of
the amount of the bid, s uc h
guarantee to be forfeited should
the bidder to whom the Contract
is awarded fall to enter Into the
Co ntract and pr ovide the
required Performance and
Payment
Bonds
and
Certifl c ate( s ) of Insurance
within t en (1 O) calendar days
after the date of receipt of
notice of award of the Contract.

necessary.

of

Advanco Constructors, Div. of
Zuru Constructors,lnc.
An
Equal
Employment
Opportunity-Affi rmative Action
Employer
P.O.Box 1210, Upland, CA
91785
Telephone 909/ 982-8803 Fax
9091982-9716

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
SEALED PROPOSALS will be
received at the office of the City
Clerk, City Hall, 815 West Sixth
Street, Corona, Callfomla 91 720,
on behalf of the Owner, City of
Corona. 81 5 W,u,t Slrth StrAAI.
Corona, California 91720, up to
the hour of 2:00 PM,
Wednesd ay, October 30, 1996,
at whi c h time they will be
publicly opened and read, In the
Conference
Room,
for
performing the work as follows:

·,

amount equal to 100 percent of ,
NOTICE OF TR USTEE'S SALE . brances. to pay
tne rem ammg _..,.
the total contract amount, shall T.S. No.G236361 Unit CodeG principal sum of the note(s) se-: ,
be required concurrently with Loan No.SO10399/JOHNSON AP# cured by said Deed of Trust. with !
execution of the contract and 474-130-025-8 CALM CO TR US· interest as in said note provided, ·,.
shall be in the form set forth In TEE _SERVICES, INC. as duly advances. if any, under the terms ·
of Trusl fees "
the Construction Contract appointed Trustee under the of said Deed
fo llowing described Deed o1 Trust charges and expenses of the ' ~
Documents.
WILL SE LL AT PUBLIC AUCTI ON Trustee and of the trusts created .
TO THE. HIGHEST BIDD~R FOR by said Deed of Trust Said sale '!
Pursuant to Section 22300 of CASH (m the for_ms which _are will be held on: November 1, ,..,
the Public Contract Code of the lawful tender
m the U~1l~d 1996. at 3:30 p.m.at the Main :
State of Callfomla, the contract States) and/or the cash,~~ s. Street entrance to the Counly
will
conta i n
provisions cert1f1ed or olher checks spec1f1ed Courthouse 4050 Main SI. Riv- ,,
Civil Code Section 2924h erside CA ' At the time
the ••
permitting the successful in
bidder to substitute securities (payable in full at the lime of sale initial 'publication of this notice, -,
t~ T.D, Service
Company) all the total amount of the unpaid
for any monies withheld by the
ngh t. litle and mtere_st convey~d balance of the obligation secured •
owner to Insure performance to and now held _by 11 under said by the above described Deed of
under the Contractor to have Deed of Trust m the properly Trust and estimated costs, ex- ;
payment of retention earned heremafter described: TRUSTOR: penses,
and
advances
is ,;
made to an approved escrow ALFRED J. JOHNSON GLORIA J. $131,249.51. It is possible that at
agent that the expense of the JOHNSON BENEFICIARY: QUAL· the time of sale the opening bid ,
ITV MORTGAGE . INC.
Record- may be less than the total indebt- '
successful bidder.
edMay 3. 1993 as Instr. No. edness due.
Date:9/30196 ·•!
1634661n Book page of Official CALMCO TRUSTEE SERVICES.
The Owner Is required to Records m the office of the Re· INC.
as said Trus lee
Teri :
observe requirements for public corder of RiversideCounty; YOU Heard, Assistant Secretary 1750 ~bid and Incorporate such ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER A DEED E. 4th St., Ste 700. Santa Ana, CA TRUST
DATED 92705 (71 4) 543-8372 We are ;
requirements
into
the OF
Construction
Contract 4/09/93.UNLESS YOU TAKE AC- assisting th e lleneficiary to collect';
Documents. The following TION TO PROTECT YOU R PROP- a debt and any information we ~
ERTY. IT MAY BE SOLD AT A obtain will be used f or that pur- :
paragraphs shall then form a
PUBLIC SALE.IF YOU NEED AN pose whether received orally or in :
part of the Construction EXPLANATI ON OF THE NATUR E writing . IF AVAILABLE. THE EX·
Contract, be II awarded.
OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST PECTED OPENING BID MAY BE: •
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A OBTAI NED BY CALLING THE •~
11541 KI TCHING FOLLOWING TELEPHONE NUM- -,
The City of Corona has obtained LAWYER .
from the Director of the STREET, MORENO VALLEY. CA BERS ON THE DAY BEFORE THE '.TAC:• '
Department of Industrial . 92557-5828 (If a street address SALE: (714)480-5690
Relations the general prevailing or common designation of prop· 433574C PUB: 10/10, 10/1 7. •,
erty 1s shown above. no warranly 10/24/96
rate of per diem wages and the is given as to its completeness or
general prevailing rate for correctness).
The beneficiary
DIFFERENT
holiday and overtime work In under said Deed of Trust, by
",
the locality where the work will reason of a breach or default in
be conducted. Said rates are on the obligati ons secured th ereby,
file with the City Clerk and will heretofore executed and delivered
be made avai l able to any to the undersigned a written
Declaration of Default and DeArtist Management Co.
interested party on request. The mand for Sale. and written notice
Looking
for talented singers
Contractor to whom the of defaul t an d of election to cause
for studio background
Contract is awarded must post the undersigned to sell sa id proprecording session. Also for
copies of the prevailing wage erty to satisfy said obligations,
possible solo artists or
rate at the job s ite, and must and thereafter the undersigned
artist to start or fill existing
see
that
he
and
all caused said notice of default and
of election to be RecordedJune
groups.
subcontractors are paying said
24, 1996 as Instr. No. 2337821n
rates.
Book Page of OHicial Records in
the office of the recorder of RivWomen or me n ages 18-28.
All bids are to be compared on ersideCounty; Said Sale of prop•
the basis of the Engineer 's erty will be made in as is condiIf interested plea se call
estimate of quantities of work to tion without covenant or war•
ranty.
express
or
implied
,
regardbe done, subject to adjustment
& leave message at:
ing title possession. or encum•
as provide within the Contract
(909) 488-93 19.
Documents.

Visit one ofour branches today!

ft! Redlands Federal Bank
ATradition You CanBank On

Redlands Main 793-2391• Banning 849-5676 • Beaumont 845-3151 • Big Bear 866-5821
calimesa 795-8953 • Cohan 825-2821Corona 371-28TT •Fontana 822-2256
Fontana South 829-0581• Highland 864-2743 • Loma Linda 796-0226

Norco 735-8400• Riverside 787-0410•Yucaipa 797-0181

FDIC: ln!\u rc.:d : Yield assume.-. prindp:d :and intt.:n..-st. c:ompoundc:d daily. remain~ o n dcpo 'iit for .\6'>
d av!\. Otht:r r.m:s and tc:rms :wailahk. Penally for early withdr3wal. APY d f1:n in.· .&~ u f I0-10-96. APY
·

and

tc:rm.-. !i.uhjcct to ch:m ~c w i tho ut n<Kil't.'.
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Thursday, October I 0, 199~

Last year over one million children .w ere abused,
abandoned or neglected.

Do you have room
for one more
7
•

/

Make a dream come true.
Become a foster or a _
n adoptive parent.
Call 1-800-722-4477
San Bernardino County Foster Home Services
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INSIDE:
Message From
the Chief
page 3

Puzzles for Kids
'

page 4

Arson-proof Your
Church
page 7
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LET'S HEAR IT FDR

LET'S .H EAR

f IRE

IT

ery year, fires cause
early 4,000 civilian
deaths, nearly 21,000
civilian injuries and more than
$4.4 billion in property damage, according to the National
Fire Protection Association.
Smoke detectors are capable
of reducing your risk of dying
in a fire by half. It is common
knowledge that fires occur
much more frequently in the
homes of persons of color. It
is therefore very important
that we heed the advice that
we first of all make sure we
have smoke detectors and
that we maintain them.
Virtually
every
major
city's fire department now has
a free or reduced-cost smoke
detector giveaway program.
Many major city fire departments also participate in the
"Change Your Clock, Change
Your Battery" prog·ram, in
which they distribute free
9-volt batteries for every
smoke detector in the homes
of disadvantaged persons.
Make use of this information
and call your local fire department.
A number of fire departments also provide free fire

E

SAFETY. TEST YOUR DETECTORS.

he National Fire Protection
Agency is celebrating its centennial by donating 60,000 copies of
the "Sparky's ABCs of Fire Safety"
video to communities throughout the
country.
The nonprofit organization will dis-

T

safety inspections for businesses and homes. If you are
not sure whether you are
doing things properly, then
please call your local fire
department for this help as
well.
This fire safety and fire prevention issue also comes at a
sad time when arson fires

have gutted at least 35 African
American churches throughout the country. Churches are
a common target for arson,
and because of this, we have
included a number of articles
on preventing arson, on recognizing the signs of juvenile
firesetting, and also urge you
to call your local fire depart-

w

ment if you have any information on a particular arson fire
or on a young person who displays the troubling signs of
firesetting. The fire department is here to help prevent
deaths, injuries and damage
to property.
We are grateful to all the fire
departments, the National Fire
Protection Association, which
is celebrating its centennial
this year, the National Fire
Marshals Association and all
the organizations who make it
their goal to prevent these
needless fire deaths and
injuries, as well as to all the
individuals who have made
fire safety a personal goal.
We are very grateful to Philip
Morris USA for sponsoring
these fire prevention and fire
safety issues, as they have for
nearly a decade. It is through
their help that we have been
able to supply you with this
helpful information. Read
through it, save parts of it or
share it with a friend or relative. The more everyone
knows about preventing fires,
the better off we all will be.
The Publisher

their parents a thing or two about fire
safety, it's also an effective tool for
adults."
In this video, Sparky the Fire Dog,
who has been reaching out to children
with NFPA's lifesaving messages for
45 years, leads children through a
magic "alphabet land" where each letter teaches children an important fire

" 'Sparky's ABCs of Fire Safety' is an effective
tool proven to teach children lessons that can
save their lives."
-

tribute its award-winning videos to
every public elementary school in the
United States.
"This gift truly comes from the heart
of NFPA," said NFPA President
George D. Miller. "In the 100 years
we've been working toward a safer
world, we've seen time and time again
that reaching our children is the best
way to ensure future generations of
more fire-safe people."
The video will also be made available to fire departments, fire safety
educators and others for the cost of
shipping and order processing.
"'Sparky's ABCs of Fire Safety' is an
effective tool proven to teach children
lessons that can save their lives,"
Miller said. "Since children can teach

~

FOR· FIRE SAFETY: TEST YOUR DETECTORS!

NFPA CELEBRATES 100
YEARS WITH FREE VIDEOS
By Patti David

0

George D. Miller
NFPA President

safety lesson.
Sparky will also be starring in a
series of public service announcements which feature the voice of veteran actor Dick Van Dyke. The messages will begin airing close to
National Fire Prevention Week, which
runs Oct. 6-12 this year. The PSAs,
which combine live action with animation, will be distributed to major North
American markets starting in Decem-·
ber.
The videos normally retail for
$359.75, but will cost only $9.95 for
shipping and handling.
To order the video, send $9.95 to
Sparky's ABCs c/o NFPA, One Batterymarch Park, P.O. Box 9101, Quincy, MA 02269.

Page 2 Fire Prevention Week Supplement

or the past eight years,
The Skanner, a Portland- and
Seattle-based weekly newspaper has published an annual
Fire Prevention and Fire Safety
Issue the week prior to National Fire Prevention Week.
Originally, the special insert,
which features a wealth of material on emergencies, prevention,
fire safety and prevention and a
host of related topics, was published and distributed only in
Portland, Ore. In the years that
followed, a growing number of
newspapers expressed interest
In being featured and Included.
Over the past five years, The
Sksnner, with a grant from Philip
Morris, U.S.A., has published
these special issues In 17 cities
across the country.
We are proud to bring our fire
safety and prevention Issue to
the Internet, to increase the fire
and · safety awareness and to
make the Information available
,, nationwide.

F

If you would like to
request more copies of this
spacial 1996 Fire Prevention
Week Supplement, sand your
requests in writing to:

We urge everyone to spread the
message of fire safety. If you are
interested in "localized" hard
copies for the individual cities,
they can be obtained by contacting the following newspapers.
Portland, OR: The Sksnner
Seattle: The Sksnner
Renton: The Sksnner
Oakland: The Post
*Los Angeles: L.A. Observer
Riverside: The Black Voice
Atlanta: The Atlanta Inquirer
*Dallas: The Dallas Weekly
Pittsburgh: Renaissance News
Philadelphia: The Observer
Detroit: Michigan Chronicle
Cincinnati: Cincinnati Herald
Cleveland: Cleveland Call and Post
Boston: The Banner
Newark: City News
*Miami: The Miami Times
*New York: New York Daily Challenger
*Denotes issues which have
Hispanic versions in addition to
English versions.

P.O. Box 5455
Portland, OA 97228
(503) 287-3562

The Skanner Newsgroup Web site: http://www.theskanner.com/
e-mail: news@theskanner.com

LET'S HEAR IT FOR
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SAfETY. TEST YOUR DETECTORS.

MAKE SURE-YOUR SMOKE DETECTORS WORK

~y Chief Michael Vonada
Clly at Riverside Fire
Department

chosen to highlight this topic again in
1996 by adopting the theme, "Let's
Hear it for Fire Safety: Test Your Detectors!

ssoc1a ions
Week theme emphasized smoke
detector maintenance. Because of the
importance of this issue, NFPA has

'
important today than ever. -findings
from a recent national survey we commissioned in honor of NFPA's centenni-

al anniversary reveal there are still key
things Americans don't know-and
should-about protecting themselves
from fire. After 100 years of promoting
fire safety, we are making progress, but
there's still much work to be done. This
year's Fire Prevention theme, 'Let's
Hear it for Fire Safety: Test Your Detectors!' reinforces one of the most basic
but effective steps toward increased fire
safety: making sure your smoke detectors work properly."
Smoke detectors aren't new. The
technology has been around since the
1960s. The single-station, battery-powered smoke detector, similar to the one
we know today, became available to
consumers in the 1970s. NFPA estimates that 93 percent of U.S. homes
have at least one smoke detector. They
save so many lives that most states
have laws requiring them in residential
dwellings. So, why is so much attention
being paid to smoke detectors?
According to information provided in
NFPA's Fire Prevention Week kit,
although 13 of every 14 homes have at
least one smoke detector, almost half of
home fires and three-fifths of deaths
occur in the share of homes with no
detectors. Thousands of people still die
each year in home fires where smoke
detectors aren't present.
In addition, there are now more
homes with smoke detectors that don't
work than homes without detectors at
all. These poorly maintained units create a false sense of security among
occupants. Approximately one-third of
homes with smoke detectors that experience fires have smoke detectors that
Tragically, the grave importance of
installing and maintaining smoke detectors has not yet been fully realized.

Most people who die in home fires are
not in the room where the fire starts;
working smoke detectors alert people
to fire and give them time to escape in
a situation where minutes can mean the
difference between life and death.
Having a smoke detector cuts your
chance of dying nearly in half if you
have a home fire . By properly placing,
regularly testing and maintaining your
detectors, you can ensure that they are
in fact working and will alert you if a fire
breaks out.
NFPA instructs us to maintain our
smoke detectors by:
• Testing them once a month by pushing the test button and listening for the
alarm . If you can 't reach the detector,
stand under it and push the test button
with a broom handle.
• Replacing batteries in battery operated detectors according to the manufacturer's instructions. NFPA recommends doing this at least once a year or
when the detector chirps, alerting you
that the battery is low. Replace the batteries immediately if you move into a
new home. Make sure no one disables
your smoke detectors by borrowing batteries for other uses.
• Cleaning your smoke detectors as
recommended by the manufacturer.
Cobwebs and dust usually can be
removed with a vacuum cleaner attachment. If you are going to be doing work
nearby that could send dust into the air,
cover the detector. Also, shield the
detector if you are painting around it,
and never paint on it. Remove the
shield promptly after work is completed.

...
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ins a ing an maintaining smoke detectors in your home, "Let's Hear it for Fire
Safety: Test Your Detectors!" during
Fire Prevention Week and every month.

OUTDOOR FIRES CAN BE PREVENTED
very year we see amazing
footage on television about
some brush fire raging out of
control, damaging hundreds of thousands of acres of valuable forests.
Although many of us may not be too
concerned about damage to our own
houses, it can and does happen, not
only in dry areas but in all areas.
Preventing these fires does not take
a great deal of effort. The following

E

measures will discourage outdoor
fires:
• Remove combustible vegetation
near wood fences and within 10 feet of
roadways.
• Remove dry grass, brush, downed
tree limbs and other combustible vegetation from property.
• Use caution with outdoor cooking
fires such as barbecues. Make sure
there is a water source nearby. Dis-

pose of coals and ashes in a metal
container and never leave outdoor
cooking fires unattended.
• Store wood and other flammable
materials away from the house.
• Remove branches, evergreen needles and debris from roofs and gutters.
• Cut all dry grass and weeds to 3
inches in height and dispose of cuttings in a legal manner.
• Attach hoses with shut-off nozzles

to outdoor faucets . Make sure the
hoses will reach around the structure.
Place shovels and rakes nearby in
case of an emergency.
• Make sure lawn mowers, motor
bikes and similar devices have mufflers and spark arresters.
• Tree branches should not be closer
than 1O feet from chimneys. Branches
should be trimmed to a height of 5 feet
off the ground:

..l

BE PREPARED FOR THE BIG ONE
By Patti David

plants and other heavy objects that building, do not use the elevators. Do
could fall. Watch out for falling plaster, not be surprised if the fire alarm, burarthquake survival and dis ceiling tiles or light fixtures. Heavy vel- glar alarm or sprinkler system come
ter preparedness is essential thr cro is available for anchoring down on.
If you are outdoors, move to a clear
oughout the West Coast with the computers, television sets and other
area, away from trees, signs, buildprobability of a magnitude-7 or greater breakable items.
COVER: Take cover under a sturdy ings, power lines or poles.
earthquake. Practice these tips on
If you are on a sidewalk near buildearthquake survival recommended by desk, table or other piece of furniture
the Los Angeles Fire Department Dis- until the shaking stops. If this is not ings, duck into an doorway to protect
aster Preparedness Division and the possible, seek cover against an interi- yourself.
If you are driving when the earthEarthquake Survival Program of the or wall and protect your head and neck
California Office of Emergency Ser- by covering them with your arms. quake occurs, pull over to the side of
vices. Always practice survival skills. Avoid windows, hanging objects, mir- the road and stop. Avoid overpasses,
bridges, power lines, signs and other
Even moderate earthquakes can rors and tall furniture.
HOLD: Hold onto the leg of a sturdy hazards. Stay inside the vehicle until
cause a significant number of deaths
desk, table or other piece of furniture if the shaking stops.
and injuries.
If you are in a crowded store, remain
If an earthquake strikes while you are you take cover under it. Be ready to
move with it. Hold this position until the calm and do not rush toward the exits.
indoors, Duck, Cover and Hold.
DUCK: Duck, or drop down to the ground stops shaking and it's safe to · Move away from display shelves containing objects that could fall. Duck
floor. Avoid windows, bookcases, file move.
If you are in an office or apartment and cover.
cabinets, heavy mirrors, . hanging

E

If you are in a wheelchair, stay in it.
Move toward cover, lock your wheels
and If you are in the kitchen, move
away from the refrigerator, stove and
overhead cupboards. Before any
earthquake occurs, anchor appliances
and install safety latches on cupboard
doors to reduce hazards.
If you are in a stadium or theater,
stay in your seat and protect your head
and neck with your arms. Do not try to
leave until the shaking is over. Then
leave in a calm, orderly manner.
If you are in a mall, get out of the
main area and into a store along the
side. Take cover against the back wall
and protect your head and neck with
your arms.
After an earthquake, be prepared for
aftershocks, and plan where you will
take cover when they occur.
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We thank the Seattle Fire Department's Fire Education Division
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for providing these helpful games and puzzles.
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If Your Clothes Catch On Fire ...
(trace the letters below)

TOOLS OR TOYS?
Put a

Put a I on tools that are not safe for children.

.
.

Put a /;:,. over the toys.
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O over the safe tools for children.
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Who is watching this campfire? ~ ·

----

;l
COMMUNITY HELPERS
Draw a line to match the person with their job.

Help Smokey Bear find the
grown-up who 11eeds to

o5t-

watch this campfue.

Firefighters rush to put out fires.

Doctors help us stay well.

Medics help us if we are hurt.

If people are not careful, campfires can start forest fires. That's why a
~
grown-up should always watch a campfire. Forest fires hurt more than
~
just trees . Animals, people, and people's homes can be hurt by forest fires .
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Police officers keep streets safe.
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CLEARING THE AIR ABOUT SMOKE DETECTORS
on the number of levels in the home
and the number of rooms used for
n May 17, 1996, the ABC News sleeping. National fire safety standards
program "20/20" aired a piece recommend a minimum of one detector
on residential smoke detectors on each level of the home, one detector
which downplayed the effectiveness of outside the bedroom area and one in
these life-saving devices. In response each bedroom.
to this, the International Association of
Is there more than one type of
Fire Chiefs sent out bulletins asking fire smoke detector and what is the difdepartments around the country to rein- ference? There are two types of smoke
form the public about the facts sur- detectors for homes. One type is called
rounding smoke detectors.
an ionization detectors because it monThe following information was provid- itors ions, or electrically charged partied by the IAFC. It contains information cles. Smoke particles entering the
about smoke detectors to clear the air sensing chamber change the electrical
about any doubts the news program balance of the air. The detector's alarm
may have brought into the public mind. will sound when the change in electrical
How effective are smoke detec- balance reaches a preset level.
tors? Residential fire deaths have
The other type of detector is called
decreased steadily as the number of photoelectric because its sensing
homes with smoke detectors increased. chamber uses a beam of light and a
Reports from the National Fire Protec- light sensor. Smoke particles entering
tion Association on residential fire the chamber change the amount of light
deaths show that people have nearly a that reaches the light sensor. The
50 percent better chance of surviving a detector sounds when the smoke denfire if their home has the recommended sity reaches a preset level.
number of smoke detectors.
Is one type of detector better than
Should I replace my smoke detec- the other? The ionization detector
tor? Smoke detectors that are 10 years responds faster to small smoke partiold are near the end of their service life cles, while the photoelectric responds
and should be replaced. A smoke faster to large smoke particles. As a
detector constantly monitors the air 24 rule, fast-flaming fires produce more
hours a day. At the end of 1O years, it small smoke particles and smoldering
has gone through more than 3.5 million fires produce more large particles.
monitoring cycles. After this much use, Thus, the response time of the two
components may become less reliable. types of detectors will vary, depending
This means that as the . detector gets on the mix of small and large smoke
older, the potential of failing to detect a particles in the fire. Test results show
fire increases. Replacing them after 1O that the differences in response time
years reduces this possibility.
are small enough that both types proMy detectors are wired into my vide enough time to escape.
electrical system. Do I need to
What is more important-the type
replace them as cfflitn n battery•
operated detectors? Yes. Both types ber of detectors is more important than
of detectors are equally affected by the type. Installing severa! ·_smoke
age.
detectors of each type will provide betHow many detectors should I ter coverage in the extreme cases of
have? The average sized home or long-term smoldering or fast flaming
apartment needs more than one smoke fires. But since both types respond in
detector. The exact number depends time to escape, the most important

By Patti David
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thing is to install
enough detectors in
the proper locations.
Detectors are available with both types of
sensors in the same
unit, but they are more
expensive than models with a single sensor. If the choice is
between having only
one of each type or
having more of the
same type, more detectors is the better
choice.
My detector goes
off when I cook. How
can I stop this?
Smoke detectors are
designed to be very
sensitive so they will
alert occupants to a
fire in time for them to escape. If a
detector regularly responds to smoke
from cooking, there are several ways to
handle this problem. One way is to
replace the detector with one that has a
button that silences it for a few minutes.
Another is to move the detector farther
away, giving the smoke a chance to dissipate. Moving a ceiling-mounted detector to a wall can also reduce nuisance
alarms, but this will also make it a little
slower to respond to a real fire. If the
detector is an ionization type, another
option is to replace it with a photoelectric type. This detector is less sensitive
to smaller smoke particles and thus is
less affected by cooking smoke.
How can I test my detector? Every
smoke detector comes with a test but-

simulated smoke for this purpose.
When using this product, follow the
operating instructions and do not get
the can too close to the detector. This
prevents the smoke from coating the
detector's sensing chamber, which can
make the detector inoperable.
How important is it to clean my
detectors? Cleaning is easy. Just vacuum the detector at least once a year.
This will keep the openings to the sensing chamber free of dust, residue from
cooking vapors and insects.
What about changing batteries?
Smoke detector batteries should last at
least one year under normal conditions.
The biggest reason that smoke detectors don't work is because people
remove the batteries and forget to

their detectors regularly, at least once a
month.
Should I use real smoke to test my
detectors? This is not recommended
because the burning objects used to
create the smoke might cause a fire.
Some stores sell pressurized cans of

the end of its service life, the detector
will give a short beep every minute or
so. It is easy to remove the battery and
then forget to replace it. The best way
to prevent this is to replace the batteries at the same time each year before
the low battery signal begins.

-··-

NEW LAWS COULD REDUCE DEATHS IN
UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE-STARTED FIRES
By Frank McGarry
n 1993, although only 3 percent of
the fires in American homes were
started by the ignition of upholstered
furniture, these fires caused 9 percent
of the injuries and more than 17 percent of the deaths in residential occupancies. Tragically, those most at risk
from these fires are the poor and
minority segments of our nation's population.
This is why the National Association
of State Fire Marshals, an organization
whose members are the most senior
fire official from each of the 50 states
and the District of Columbia, has been
hard at work in its efforts to encourage
the federal government to require fire
resistant standards for all upholstered
furniture sold in the United States.
In 1993, the National Association of
State Fire Marshals petitioned the Consumer Product Safety Commission to
impose flame resistant standards on all
residential upholstered furniture sold in
our country, including imported pieces.
In 1994 the Commission accepted
NASFM's request to set ignition-resistant standards for smaU open
flame-caused fires and began the
lengthy process of establishing this
regulation.

I

However, when NASFM asked for
regulations requiring that upholstered
furniture be resistant to~mldering (or
cigarette-type) ignition s well, the
Commission's respon e was that it
wanted to study the voluntary industry
standard for this type of ignition before
it would consider mandatory standards.
In 1975, the furniture industry,
through its own Upholstered Furniture
Action Council, established a voluntary
program to produce smoldering ignition-resistant upholstered furniture in
order to avoid mandatory standards.
The industry's voluntary standard has
been attacked by many fire officials
since, because there is no evidence
that this standard works, and there are
serious questions about the industry's
full compliance with the standard.
The industry claims that manufacturers who make a majority of the upholstered furniture in this country comply
with the standards, but a recent
NASFM project studied industry compliance in stores that market low-cost,
discount furniture to many of the economically disadvantaged residents in
nine states.
The study showed that in most cases,
more than 50 percent of the furniture
on display did not comply with the
industry's own voluntary standards. In

addition, many of the sales persons,
whom the industry relies on to assist
customers in choosing fire resistant furniture, did not even understand the program. In some 35 percent of the cases,
they gave consumers dangerous misinformation which could lead to injury or
death, if this furniture ignites.
This tragic situation cannot continue.
The 800-900 preventable deaths which
occur annually due to fires in upholstered furniture demand more than lip
service by an industry that profits from
the sale of more than 24 million pieces
of upholstered furniture each year.
Currently, only California requires
that all residential furniture sold within
its borders meet certain ignition-resistant standards. NASFM believes that if
the entire country enforced the same
standards as California, fire deaths due
to the ignition of upholstered furniture
would decrease dramatically-from up
to 900 annually to about 100 per year
for the entire country.
California has enforced its standards
for more than 15 years. Despite the fact
that California's is the fastest growing
population in the nation, its upholstered
furniture fire deaths and injuries continue to decline.
When California began to enforce its
standards some years ago, the furni-

ture industry claimed that manufacturers would go out of business; that the
fire-resistant upholstered furniture
would cost 70 to 80 percent more; and
that customers would not buy the furniture because it is less comfortable.
Today, there are more than twice the
number of furniture manufacturers selling in California than before the standards were imposed. The predicted
cost increases, in the rare cases when
they occurred, amounted to less than 5
percent. What's more, California's
upholstered furniture is considered
among the most comfortable furniture
available in today's market.
If the United States follows the lead of
California and requires that all upholstered furniture sold in this country be
resistant to open flame as well as to
smoldering ignitions, this would reduce
the fire deaths caused by upholstered
furniture to about 1O percent of the
800-900 deaths that occur due to these
fires each year, saving more than 700
lives each year.
Frank McGarry, currently a Fire Protection consultant, is the former Fire
Administrator for the State of New
York. He was the founding Vice President and, from 1992-1995, served as
President of the NASFM.
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STOP KITCHEN FIRES BEFORE THEY START!
By Frank McGarry
ow many times have you -just
started dinner when the phone
rings, and before you realize
what's happening, you smell the bitter
odor of food burning in the bottom of
the pan?
Have you ever just begun heating the
oil so the family can enjoy grandma's
delicious fried chicken recipe when you
hear a loud crash and the baby starts to
cry?
Distractions happen all the time, but
they can be deadly when we are cooking. In 1993, cooking fires accounted
for more than 25 percent of all fires in
U.S. homes, responsible for 370 deaths
and about 6,000 injuries.
Tragically, African Americans are
more prone to cooking fires than other
ethnic groups, according to a recent
study. Although the reasons for this are
still unclear, the figures showed that
African Americans were involved in
more than 60 percent of all the cooking
fires studied.
The study considered more than
2,000 cooking fires in 10 cities, ranging
from Boston, Mass. in the East to Portland, Ore. in the West. It found that
unattended cooking was responsible
for 75 percent of the cases reported
during the six-month data collection
period. The study, conducted jointly by
the National Association of State Fire
Marshals and the Association of Home
Appliance Manufacturers, found that in
these cases, people began cooking,
were distracted from the task, and a fire

H
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started.
We face distractions continually, but
they are critical when we are involved in
risky activities. For instance, distractions when people drive at high speeds
on freeways often prove injurious or
fatal. It is tragic, however, that few people see how critical our attention to the
main task is when cooking-a task
which is done at least once a day. It's
no wonder that cooking fires are one of
the three main causes of fires in homes.
Fortunately, these fires are preventable.
The study showed that most cooking
fires occur on range tops. Ovens, both
microwave or regular, toaster ovens
and other cooking appliances account
for only a small percentage of the cooking fires analyzed. The study showed
that men were responsible for 41 percent of the cooking fires, suggesting
that they may be more prone to distractions when cooking. This statistic is
especially pertinent when one considers that women prepare substantially
more meals than men do-78 percent
of them, according to a recent Roper
study.
Contrary to popular belief, most of the
fires-more than 50 percent-were
caused by people between the ages of
30 and 49. It had been widely believed
in the past that the elderly and the very
young are more likely to cause cooking
fires. Instead, the study shattered the
belief-instead, the age group most
considered least likely to be prone to
simple distractions while cooking was
the most likely to be involved in a cooking fire.

Potential Risk: Never leave cooking unattended. Cooking fires are responsible or 370 deaths and about 6,000 injuries each year.
There were a number of recommendations, based on the findings.
First, that unattended cooking be
given special attention in cooking fire
safety education programs; that special
attention be given to safe range-top
cooking practices; that adults, between
the ages of 30 and 49 should be a target group of any fire safety education
programs that focus on reducing the
likelihood of unattended cooking; and,
finally, that additional research should
be conducted to determine what factors
contributed to the high incidence of

cooking fires among African Americans.
Most of the United States' 280 million
people have to cook on a regular basis.
It should not be the major cause of
injuries and fatalities that it unfortunately is.

Frank McGarry, currently a Fire Protection consultant, is the former Fire
Administrator for the State of New York.
He has also served as the founding
Vice-President, and, from 1992-1995,
President of the National Association of
State Fire Marshals.

You R CHILD A JuVENILE F1RESETTER?

t least 80 percent of all children
play with fire at one time or another. How can you tell if your child is
a juvenile firesetter?
The National Fire Protection Association lists four categories of juvenile firesetters.
These categories are:

A

The Curiosity Firesetter: This type
of firesetter is usually between 4 to 7
years of age, and most are boys who
start fires out of natural curiosity.
Curiosity firesetters can usually benefit
from learning that what they have done
is not safe, and that there are dangers
involved in setting fires.

The Delinquent Firesetter: Delinquent firesetters are usually slightly
older than the curiosity firesetters, and
may reach up to age 16. They usually
perform these acts deliberately, with the
intent to cause damage. Their motives
may include revenge, a desire to strike
out due to family problems or change,
such a relocation, a divorce in the family, a new boyfriend or girlfriend. Most
delinquent firesetters are male and
require both counseling and education.

gangs or may be involved in other
crimes. Problem firesetters may be
placed in a juvenile home. They can
benefit from learning what kind of damage they cause and that there may be
severe consequences to their continued destructive behavior, such as being
institutionalized. They should be given
extensive counseling.

Severely Disturbed Firesetter:
These juvenile firesetters are often
emotionally disturbed and may not even
The Problem Firesetter: These fire- realize that their activities are wrong.
setters can range in age from about 1O They may set fires in an effort to solve
to 16, and are usually youth with other a problem they perceive in their home
anti-social behavior. Many belong to or school. These youth are referred to

specialists and may possibly be institutionalized, in order to protect themselves and others.

KEEP YOUR F IRST A I D K IT C URRENT
irs.t aid kits are handy and can
potentially save lives, but they
should be kept current, as they
become useless with time and gradual
use. Often, first aid kit medication
expires or is used up. Remember that
not keeping one's first aid kit current
can make it virtually useless in an emergency.
The following list of first aid kit essentials can help you update your kit or
build a new one from scratch. Make
sure your kit is tailor-made for your
needs and the needs of family members.

F

• A first aid manual such as The
American Red Cross First Aid and Personal Safety Handbook for ready reference
• A box of assorted adhesive ban-

dages for minor cuts
• Sterile 4-inch by 4-inch gauze dressings for cuts and bruises
• A 2-inch wide roll of gauze bandage
to hold dressings in place
• At least one roll of 1-inch wide adhesive tape to secure dressings
• A one-step burn dressing such as
Second Skin emergency burn dressing
• Safety pins of various sizes
• A good pair of scissors
• Two triangular bandages to use as a
sling
• A survival blanket for treating shock
• A flashlight with fresh batteries
• 1O packages of moist towelettes
• Tweezers for splinter removal
• A thermometer
• Sunburn lotion
• Hand soap
• One bottle of aspirin and one bottle
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of acetaminophen
• Alcohol swabs
• A tube of antibiotic ointment
• Insect bite remedy and antihistamine tablets
• A snake bite kit
Include items needed by family members in one's first aid kit. If a family
member has insulin-dependent diabetes, include glucose tablets, insulin
and syringes, and a glucose test monitor if one is using the first aid kit as a
travel or camping kit.
SURVIVAL KIT ADD-ONS FOR
OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTS

side from first aid kit essentials, the
following can be added on as part
A
of a survival kit:
• A polyethylene

tarp

measuring

about 6 feet by 3 feet should be brought
along for shelter. This tarp should be
windproof, waterproof and brightly colored so it can be seen from afar.
• Matches and a striker kept in a
sealed, water-proof container, as well
as a candle, for light and warmth. If the
trip will mean cold weather, bring along
a wool sweater and a space blanket for
extra warmth.
Carry enough food to last at least 24
hours. Sugary foods such as chocolate
biscuits, raisins, dextrose or glucose
tablets are essential, along with
high-protein foods such as nuts. Make
sure the kit includes enough water or a
filter or purification system. Other beneficial foods include soup . stock cubes
and powdered milk.
A signaling device such as a flashing
mirror or whistle is also a must.

,.__
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You CAN HELP PREVENT ARSON
By Patti David
he Federal Bureau of Investigation
considers arson a crime as deadly
as forcible rape and murder.
Unfortunately, it is a common crime.
Arsonists in the U.S. cause about 1,400
deaths each year and more than $1 billion in property damage. Paul Keller, the
Seattle area's infamous serial arsonist,
was responsible for setting at least 76
fires, causing more than $22 million in
property damage.
Arson is the intentional damaging of
property by the use of fire or an explosive device. What is so disturbing is that
anyone could potentially be an arsonist.
"There is no typical arsonist's profile,"
said Deputy Chief Tom Oney of the Dallas Fire Department. "It could be anyone. What you have to look for are the
reasons arsonists would set fires." ·
U.S. Fire Administration data show that
arsons occur for quite a variety of reasons: vandalism; revenge; as a cover-up
for another crime such as burglary; to
defraud insurance companies; because
of emotional disturbance; and finally, as

T
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a profession-arsonists-for-hire are
unfortunately becoming more common.
Arson tends to occur more frequently
during difficult economic times, Oney
said.
"The vast majority of arsons by adults
are to gain economically," Oney said.
"Business failure, debt on a home or
vehicle, or even just trying to get ahead
of the game by having insurance companies foot the bill are the most common reason arsonists set fires."
Arsonists like to target dry and isolated brush areas, which provide the
felons with easy targets for large-scale
destruction. They also tend to hit abandoned buildings, construction sites and
any building surrounded by combustible
materials-including schools, houses of
worship, condominiums and housing
tracts.
Arsonists typically do not want to be
noticed-stealth is imperative for them,
so they prefer to set fires when there is
no one around. Because of this, neighborhood crime watch programs are
important-they deter arsonists, burglars and vandals.

Clear out potential fuels such
as leaf piles, newspapers, trash
· and combustibles from storage
sites, stairwells and porches.
Lock all doors and windows,
especially around. basements,
garages and ground floor areas.
Install ample outdoor lighting.
Learn the daily routine in your
neighborhood and report suspicious activities to the police.
Let police and firefighters know
about vacant buildings that are
starting to deteriorate In your
area.
· Teach children about the seri.ous consequences of fire and
arson.
Give police, firefighters or
insurance investigators as much
cooperation and information
about any fire they are checking
Into In your neighborhood.

YOUR PLACE OF WORSHIP SAFE FROM FIRES?

By Patti David

ver the past summer, the media
has brought our attention to the
alarming spate of fires that have
hit Black churches throughout the
country. Although a few have been
- - acciden ally caused, a arge percen age are being investigated as possible
arsons. Arson is a deadly crime, and
churches are among the more common
targets.
Although no building is arson-proof,
there are ways of lessening the risks
involved in such incidents, as well as of
discouraging arsonists from choosing
your church as a target.
Make sure the building is secure.
Keep all doors and windows locked
from the outside, but make sure that
they can be opened from the inside, in
case of fire or another emergency.
Keep all unlocked entrances monitored.
Greet and escort visitors to their destinations, if possible.
Install and maintain night lighting on

O

all sides of the building. Motion detecProvide a secure and approved storAsk neighbors to watch the building
tors are inexpensive and will deter age place for flammable liquids and and encourage them to report suspiarsonists.
chemicals. Contact your local fire cious activity. If your neighborhood has
If your place of worship is equipped department for details on approved a developed citizens' foot patrol or
with a security alarm, have it tested to cabinets.
crime watch, make contact with them
make sure it is working properly.
If your place of worship has a 24-hour
sa o , •·""nl'lorm·t'Of'"'"l!llcatss-to-1mt--"""""'.:::----------...---------------- ~ ~ ~ remainder of the building.
Fight crime. Make your congregation a
Any watch should be conducted from
outside the place of worship. ·_
crime fighting force. Educate them about
Keep landscaping away from doors
and windows to eliminate hiding places
potential problems.
and improve visibility around the building.
Reduce fire danger. Become aware of
fire hazards and do something to
Make sure that all fire extinguishing and enlist their help.
reduce the chances of a fire starting or and smoke detection systems are in
Have members drive by the place of
spreading rapidly.
place and proper working order.
worship when possible. If apy members
Eliminate available fuel sources that
Keep the building clean both inside discover anything suspicious, have
will feed a fire. Piles of wood, paper, and out.
them call 9-1-1.
trash and debris should be properly disKeep the landscaping green to make
Keep members up to date on schedposed of.
it more difficult for fire to spread.
uled activities. Make sure groups who
Keep materials that are stored outFight crime. Make your congregation use the place of worship or its grounds
doors at least 5 feet away from the a crime fighting force. Educate them for events are scheduled for these
building.
about potential problems.
activities.

NFPA FIRE FACTS
U.S.

FIRE Loss
STATISTICS FOR 1994

very 15 seconds, a fire
department responds to a fire
somewhere in the United
States. Public fire departments
responded to 2,054,500 fires in the
United States, of which 614,000
occurred in structures (including
438,000 in homes), 422,000
occurred in vehicles, and 1,018,500
occurred in outside properties.
Nationwide, there was a civilian
fire death every 123 minutes.
Exactly 4,275 civilians (non-firefighters) died in fires, down 7.8
percent from the previous year,
and 3,425 of those deaths
occurred ·in home fires, down 7.9
percent. About 80 percent of all
U.S. fire deaths occurred in home
fires.

E

'What we tell everybody to do is be
aware of conditions in their neighborhoods," said Charles Andrews, a fire
investigator with the Renton, Wash. Fire
Department. "They . should form
clean-up crews and clean the neighborhood up. They should lock all doors
including garage and exterior storage
doors and report any suspicious behavior or activities to the police or fire
department."
The proper, safe storage and quick
disposal of trash and other flammables
will also deter arsonists. ·
There are several types of arsonists,
but the true pyromaniac, the person who
sets fires for the gratification it brings
them, is quite rare.
Pyromaniacs usually wind up under
the jurisdiction of psychiatric review
boards, and require ongoing psychiatric
help. But they differ from what are
known as arsonists of opportunity, who
are defined as people with some kind of
mental defect or deficiency, who succumb to temptation when materials
which can help them light fires are available.

HOW TO
DETER
ARSONISTS

Nationwide, there was a civilian
fire injury every 19 minutes. There
were an estimated 27,250 civilian
fire injuries, of which, 19,475
occurred in homes.
·
There were 1,073,600 firefighters
in the United States, serving in
30,495 departments. Of these firefighters, 265,700 were career and
807,900 were volunteer. In 1994,
there were 7,700 women in firefighting and fire prevention occupations, according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
A total of 104 firefighters died
while on duty. Of these, 33 were
career, 38 were volunteer and 33
were non-municipal (those not
employed by · local, public fire
departments). That same year,
95,400 firefighters were injured
while on duty. Of those, 52,875
occurred on the fireground.

HOME FIRE PREVENTION CHECKLIST
Use this handy Home Fire Prevention Checklist to make your
homes more firesafe:
✓ Smoke detectors near bedrooms, away from air vents, at
least one per floor
✓ Smoke detector batteries
checked weekly
✓ Emergency phone numbers
posted near each telephone
✓ Kitchen and hallways well-lit
✓ Doors, hallways and stairs
clear of obstruction
✓ No flammable materials within three feet of space heaters, fireplace or stove
·✓ No flammable liquids stored
near ignition sources
✓ No frayed or cracked electrical cords
✓ No electrical cords under rugs,
over nails or In high traffic areas
✓ No overloaded electrical out-

lets or extension cords
✓ No unusually warm outlets
✓ All fuses in fuse box are the
correct size
✓ All outlets have cover plates
and no exposed wiring
✓ No alternate heaters hooked
up to extension cords
✓ No alternate heaters placed
where they can be knocked over
✓ All heaters are unplugged
after they are turned off
✓ No grease on stove or oven
✓ Rubberized floor mat set In
front of stove to prevent slipping
✓ Dish towels are not used as
· pot holders
✓ No ashtrays on sofa or chair
arms or near beds
·
·✓ Chimneys cleaned and clear
of debris
Compiled by the United States
Fire Administration.
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FIRE SAFETY IMPERATIVE FOR APARTMENT RESIDENTS
By Patti David
e see it on the news often
enough-stories about people
who perish in apartment complex fires or multi-family dwelling fires.
Although all fires are dangerous and
potentially fatal , special attention must
be paid to fire safety in buildings where
more than one family lives.
The reasons are simple. Apartment
buildings, complexes or condominiums
house greater numbers of people in
greater densities. Each of the residents
in these multi-family dwellings is capable of accidentally starting a fire. Fatalities may be higher not only because of
the increased density but also because
multi-story dwellings may take longer to
escape from , should a fire start. Other
reasons for increased vigilance include
the possibility that apartment managers, who are responsible for the
maintenance of a large number of units,
may not be as aware of potential fire
hazards as a homeowner in a
single-family dwelling.
It is because of the greater potential
for fire and injury that apartment and
condominium dwellers should take special precautions to ensure their safety.
The Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue
and Emergency Services in Oregon
compiled the following fire safety tips:

W

Always work to prevent fires and fire
deaths. Smoke detectors are required
to protect the sleeping areas in your
home. Tenants are responsible for testing their smoke detectors at least
monthly. Push the button on the detector-it should beep loudly. If your
smoke detector uses batteries, replace
them at least once a year. Never disable smoke detectors. Periodically vacuum around detectors to remove cobwebs and dust, which can impair a
smoke detector.
Plan ahead . Every family should have
a fire escape plan and should practice
it. Know at least two ways out of the
building. Feel door knobs and doors
before you open them. If they are hot,
do not open them. Use another exit
instead. Be sure to close all doors as
you pass through, including your apartment door. If you run into smoke, drop
to the floor and crawl, since smoke and
heat rise. Choose a family meeting
place outside and well away from the
building, so that you know that everyone from your family is out. Fire escape
routes must not include elevators,
which might take you right to the fire.
Keep things safe. If you notice that
exit lights are not lit, are broken or vandalized, notify the apartment or condomiRium manager. Exitways should be
kept clear of trash and other obstruc-

Total Devastation: Firefighters finish their work in a fire-gutted complex.
Fire strikes anywhere, and multi-family dwellings are often hardest hit.

tions. Self-closing doors, such as those
which lead into stairwells, should never
be blocked open or locked. These
doors keep smoke and flames from
spreading in the event of a fire .
Act at once. If you hear the building
alarm, react immediately. Do not wait
for instructions to begin evacuation. If
there is a fire, every second counts.
If you discover a fire, pull the building
alarm to alert others. If you can close
doors to confine the fire, do so. Once
you leave the building, call 9-1-1 from a

safe location to make sure that the fire
department responds. Be prepared to
tell them the nature of the emergency
and the address of the building, in case
your area does not have an enhanced
9-1-1 system .
,
If you have special needs that prevent
you from leaving the building via the
stairwells, ask the building manager to
post your name and room number at
the fire alarm panel or in the manager's
office, so that firefighters learn that you
need help.

PRACTICE YOUR HOME FIRE ESCAPE PLAN OFTEN
ost fatal fires occur at night,
when most people are asleep,
according to data from the United States Fire Administration. These
deaths can be prevented if everyone
creates and practices a home fire
escape plan.
About 2.4 million fires reported each
year in the United States, which has
one of the highest rates in the world.
About 80 percent of these fires occur in
private homes. These fires cause more
than 5,100 deaths and 100,000 injuries
annually.
The very old and the very young are
the most vulnerable to fi re deaths.
These age groups are more than twice
as likely to die in fires, because the old

M

often have infirmities or have difficulty
moving, and the very young may not
know what to do, how to react or may
not be physically capable to moving
themselves to safer ground.
Repeatedly practicing a fire escape
plan allows families to make safe
escape second nature and to work out
any kinks or problems which they may
otherwise not think about until a fire
actually strikes.
When creating a fire escape plan , it is
essential that we:
• Make sure all persons in the house
have two ways to escape from bedrooms. Collapsible ladders should be
purchased from hardware stores for all
two-story or higher sleeping rooms.

FIRE HEROINE
By Patti David
ost of the children she has been
teaching since April of this year
through one of the Boston Fire
Department's Fire Safety courses don't
know it, but Razeena Sadiq is a heroine. ·
"They don't know anything about that,
and I like it that way," Sadiq said. "I
would rather people just consider me a
normal person , not a hero."
Sadiq, 17, an ROTC student who
had taken up some fire science, was
hailed as a hero when she was 15
years old, for saving the lives of 13
persons while she was on her way to
school one day soon after the Christmas of 1994. Soon after she left for
Hyde Park High School at about
6 a.m., she noticed that a two-story
apartment building was on fire .
"I walked by that building everyday
and would look up at the Christmas
string of lights, but this time when I
looked , the lights were gone, there was
just a lot of fire," she said.

M

Now

TEACHING CHILDREN FIRE SAFETY

She did not know the building's residents, saw them often, and her mother
would strike a conversation with one of
the residents from time to time.
Reacting, she dropped her school
bag and ran inside and banged on
doors, to alert residents to the fire .
Some refused to leave at first, so the
young girl alerted others then returned
to the apartment of those who at first,
refused to leave. The hallway was full
of smoke, but she did not think about
herself.
Firefighters who were evacuating
people thought she was a resident of
the building working her own way out
as she helped the elderly residents of
the building escape. She did not think
of the danger she put herself into, but
has since learned.
"In fact, I didn't think before I acted,
which is something I would do differently, now," Sadiq said . She has
earned nati onal recognition for her
actions. President Bill Clinton wrote her
a letter congratulating her on her heroism , and she has been written up in
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each room with our eyes closed.
and touch it to see if it is hot. If it is, they
• Choose an outside meeting place so should be told to leave by an alternate
that household members know if any- escape route. If people are unable to
one is missing.
leave their room or apartment, they
• Practice the home fire escape plan should try to seal the cracks around the
regularly.
door with wet towels and open the win• Keep a flashlight with fresh batteries dows for fresh air. Household members
available so we can see even slightly should also be told that if their clothes
through smoke.
catch fire, they should stop, drop to the
• Keep a whistle available to alert the ground and roll to extinguish the flames.
family.
"Most fire safety behavior is common
• Keep the fire department's phone sense, yet thousands of Americans are
number handy.
injured or killed in fires each year
• Install and maintain a smoke detec- because they cannot remember what to
tor or two on every level of our home.
do," USFA guidelines state. "Surviving
can be as simple as devising a home
If a fire occurs, everyone in the house- escape plan, but it must be practiced."

quite a few newspapers since. But she
does not enjoy the limelight. In fact,
she tried to hide her deeds.
"I was wearing two coats because it
was really cold, and I gave them both
to a man who didn't have enough on,"
Sadiq said. "I went home to get more
clothes to give to the man , and when I
got back, ·my brother was telling the
firefighters and the police what I had
done. I tried to make him stop."
Sadiq has a selfless courage that
extends into her desire to help people.
She is trying hard to achieve what she
considers will be her career-become
a doctor and work on ways to cure diseases such as AIDS.
"That's what I want to do," she said.
"Right now, I'm working for the Boston
Fire Department, but eventually I would
like to take up medicine and help others in that way."
She says she teaches the children
everything she has learned in the
course of fire education both through
ROTC and through the Boston Fire
Department. She teaches children

through the Fire Safety House, and
finds it rewarding when her young students show her how much they've
learned about crawling low under
smoke, leaving the burning premises·,
and calling 911 for help from outside of
the building.
"Most of all, I teach them to think
before they act," she said . "That's
something I did not do, and I now know
better."
She also encourages the children to
consider careers in firefighting or fire
safety.
"Although medicine is my love, I can
see that this would be a great career,"
said Sadiq, whose father was a firefighter and a U.S. Navy veteran.
Sadiq suffered some smoke inhalation in the process of saving those 13
lives that cold Boston morning, but she
suffered no other injuries.
"It wasn't luck," she said. "I had an
easy escape, I had access to both exit
doors at any time, and I figured that
those people needed my help more
than I-so I helped them."

